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Abstract—We consider that at every instant each member of
a population, which we refer to as an agent, selects one strategy
out of a finite set. The agents are nondescript, and their strategy
choices are described by the so-called population state vector,
whose entries are the portions of the population selecting each
strategy. Likewise, each entry of the so-called payoff vector
is the reward attributed to a strategy. We consider that a
finite-dimensional nonlinear dynamical system, denoted as payoff
dynamics model (PDM), specifies a mechanism that determines
the payoff as a causal map of the population state. A boundedrationality protocol, which is often inspired on evolutionary
biology principles, governs how each agent continually revises
its strategy based on complete or partial knowledge of the population state and payoff. The population is protocol-homogeneous
but is otherwise strategy-heterogeneous considering that the
agents are allowed to select distinct strategies concurrently. A
stochastic mechanism determines the instants when agents revise
their strategies, but we consider that the population is large
enough that, with high probability, the population state can be
approximated with arbitrary accuracy uniformly over any finite
horizon by a so-called (deterministic) mean population state. We
propose an approach that takes advantage of passivity principles
to obtain sufficient conditions determining, for a given protocol
and PDM, when the mean population state is guaranteed to
converge to a meaningful set of equilibria, which could be either
an appropriately defined extension of Nash’s for the PDM or a
perturbed version of it. By generalizing and unifying previous
work, our framework also provides a foundation for future
work. We specialize our results for well-known protocols and
a class of PDM that includes as particular cases the payoff
mechanisms proposed in previous work to model learning, inertia,
and anticipation.
Index Terms—Population games, game theory, passivity, Nash
equilibrium, evolutionary dynamics, Lyapunov stability, optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION
We report on a theoretical framework and analytic methods
to determine the time-evolution of the strategy choices, out
of a finite set with n elements, by the members of a large
population in response to a payoff mechanism. Although we
assume that there is a single population, the techniques and
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methods put forth in this article can be readily adapted to the
multi-population case.
We adopt the evolutionary dynamic paradigm welldocumented in [1]–[3] according to which the members of
the population, which we call agents, repeatedly revise their
strategy choices according to a given mechanism modeled
by a so-called revision protocol (protocol for short). The
population is protocol-homogeneous because all of its agents
follow the same revision mechanism, but is otherwise strategyheterogeneous considering that the agents are allowed to concurrently select distinct strategies. Although mixed strategies
are not allowed as each agent chooses exactly one strategy at
every instant, the protocol may be probabilistic when the revision mechanism involves randomization. The identity of each
agent is unimportant, and consequently all the information that
is relevant, at any given instant, is encapsulated in the so-called
population state vector whose entries quantify the portions of
the population adopting each strategy. Henceforth, we refer to
the set of all possible population states, or equivalently the
state space, as the strategy profile set. Hence, every strategy
profile is a vector with n nonnegative entries adding up to the
so-called population mass m.
In most related prior work, a so-called population game [4]
determines at any given instant the n-dimensional payoff vector, which quantifies the reward associated with each strategy,
as a function of the population state. A population game
may represent a pricing scheme that is implemented by a
coordinator, or it may model a payoff mechanism resulting
from the interactions among the agents and with the environment. Examples include congestion population games for
traffic assignment [5], [6] and others, such as with wars of
attrition [7], that are obtained by matching of a stage normalform game. The set of Nash equilibria of a population game
can be functionally defined in the usual way, and may be
interpreted in the mass-action sense discussed in [8], which
was originally suggested in [9].
A. Population games, protocols and stability
Our work focuses on the protocol classes surveyed in [2],
[3], which are inspired, to a great extent, on elementary
bounded rationality mechanisms of evolutionary biology [10].
As is explained in [2, § 2.3] and [11], the protocol models
how much each agent knows about the payoff vector and
the population state, and how it uses the available information to revise its strategy. Consequently, under the widelyused assumption that agents revise their strategies at times
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determined by a Poisson process, the resulting population
state can be viewed as the Markov process associated with
the system formed by the feedback interconnection between
the evolutionary dynamics specified by the protocol and the
population game. The analysis in [12], which shows that the
evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS) characterized in [13]
are local attractors for the expectation of the population
state, motivated the subsequent early work summarized in [4]
exploring a Markovian approach to establish in a probabilistic
sense that in the long run the population state remains near,
and in some cases converges to, certain Nash equilibria. Furthermore, the concept of stochastically stable set was defined
and characterized in [14] to account for the effect of persistent
stochastic perturbations and [15] extended these notions to
examine equilibrium selection.
B. Mean population sate and deterministic payoff
In this article, we consider the case in which the population
size is large enough that Khinchin’s law of large numbers can
be invoked to conclude that realizations of the population state
at each instant will remain close to its expected value with
high probability. This justifies our decision to focus on the
so-called mean population state, which akin to the approach
in [12] represents the expectation of the population state that
can be obtained as the deterministic solution of a system of
ordinary differential equations.
Likewise, we restrict our analysis to deterministic payoffs
that are obtained in terms of the mean population state according to a soon to be described payoff dynamics model (PDM)
of which population games are a particular case. As we argue
precisely in § V, the deterministic payoff will approximate
the payoff of an associated finite population formulation with
increasing fidelity as the size of the population tends to infinity.
1) Nash equilibria of population games and long term
behavior of the mean population state: Before we outline our
main contributions, we proceed to surveying a few existing
concepts and convergence results for the particular case in
which a population game governs the deterministic payoff.
In this context, the set of ordinary differential equations
governing the mean population state, and consequently also
the payoff, is commonly referred to as mean dynamics.
As is discussed in [16] for a general class of protocols and
population games, and further refined in [17], results in [18]
guarantee that the mean population state approximates the
population state with arbitrary accuracy uniformly over any
given finite time horizon with probability approaching one as
the number of agents tends to infinity, which highlights the
importance of analyzing the long-term evolution of the mean
population state and characterizing the associated globally
attracting sets. Notably, the time horizon in the uniform approximation results reported in [16], [17] can be selected large
enough to guarantee that with high probability the population
state of a sufficiently large population will tend to the smallest
globally attractive set. As noted in [4], this conclusion has
special relevance when a subset of Nash equilibria is globally
attractive. It demonstrates the interesting fact that, even though
the agents follow simple bounded rationality protocols that

do not require knowledge of the structure of the population
game, the population is still capable of self-organizing in a way
that the population state tends to a subset of Nash equilibria.
This not only reinforces the importance of the mass-action
interpretation of Nash equilibria, but it also justifies regarding
the globally attractive subsets of Nash equilibria as reliable
predictors of the long term behavior of the population.
In many cases of interest it is possible to construct a
Lyapunov function [19] establishing that the entire set of
Nash equilibria is globally asymptotically stable and hence
also attractive. The historical perspective and analysis in [20]
popularized and fostered very significant work that uses the
Lyapunov approach in conjunction with the positive correlation and Nash stationarity concepts, which are particularly
insightful in the context of evolutionary dynamics, to establish
global attractivity or, in same cases, global asymptotic stability
of the Nash equilibrium set for widely-used protocols and
population game classes, such as potential [21], [22] and
contractive1 games [24]. Of key importance in [21], [24] is the
fact that, for a given constant payoff, the mean population state
governed by a Nash stationary protocol is also constant if and
only if it is a best response, which establishes an equivalence
between the rest points of the mean dynamics and the Nash
equilibria of the population game. The concepts of Nash
stationarity and positive correlation are also explained in detail
in [2, Chapter 5], where they are viewed as properties of the
deterministic mean dynamics associated with each protocol.
Instead, here we adopt the convention, which will be useful
later on, of viewing Nash stationarity and positive correlation
as properties of the protocol.
The Theorems [2, 12.B.3] and [2, 12.B.5], which are derived
from work in [25] and [26], offer yet another rationale associating a globally asymptotically stable set of equilibria of the
mean dynamics, when one exists, with the long term behavior
of the population state for large populations. More specifically,
these results ascertain under unrestrictive conditions that the
measure, with respect to the stationary distribution of the
population state, tends to one within any open set containing
a globally asymptotically stable set as the population size
tends to infinity. This implies that as the population grows,
the stationary distribution of the population state tends to
concentrate around the smallest globally asymptotically stable
set.
C. Outline of main contributions
From a dynamical systems theory perspective [19], [27], a
population game would be qualified as memoryless because it
acts as an instantaneous map from the mean population state
to the deterministic payoff vector. Consequently, population
games cannot capture dynamics in the payoff mechanism such
as when there is inertia or anticipation effects in the agents’
perception of the reward for each strategy.
The following are the main contributions of this article:
1 This class of population games is also referred to as “stable” in [23].
Following the recent naming convention in [1], we prefer to use the qualifier “contractive” to avoid confusion with other concepts of stability used
throughout the article. Similarly, we will use “strictly contractive” to qualify
a population game that would be “strictly stable” according to [23].
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(i) In § II-A, we propose a class of payoff dynamics models
(PDM) that includes as particular cases the dynamically
modified payoffs analyzed in [28], of which the socalled smoothed and anticipatory payoff modifications
modeling inertia and anticipatory effects, respectively, are
examples. According to our formulation, each PDM is
associated with a so-called stationary population game
that determines the deterministic payoff in the stationary
regime characterized by when the mean population state
converges as time tends to infinity.
(ii) Given a PDM and a protocol satisfying Nash stationarity,
in § VII we provide sufficient conditions determining
when the set of Nash equilibria of the stationary population game is either globally asymptotically stable or
globally attractive. We also specialize our results for the
classes of integrable excess payoff target and impartial
pairwise comparison protocols, of which the Brown-von
Neumann-Nash and Smith protocols are, respectively,
well-known examples.
(iii) In § VIII, we obtain sufficient conditions similar to
those in (ii) for perturbed best response protocols, for
which Nash stationarity does not hold. In this case, the
conditions determine when a perturbed equilibrium set,
which can be viewed as an approximation of Nash’s, is
either globally asymptotic stable or globally attractive.
(iv) In § IX, we determine the parameters of a PDM class,
whereof the smoothed and anticipatory dynamically modified payoff considered in [28] are particular cases, under
which the sufficient conditions outlined (i) and (ii) are
satisfied. This includes cases in which the stationary
population game is either affine, but unlike what is
assumed in [28] may not be strictly contractive, or has a
strictly concave potential.
1) Outline of our technical approach: We establish the
results in (i) - (iv) by recognizing that in our paradigm
the mean population state and the deterministic payoff are
governed by the mean closed loop model, which is precisely
defined in § II-C as the feedback interconnection between the
PDM and the so-called evolutionary dynamics model (EDM)
that captures the strategy revision dynamics as specified by
the protocol.
As we discussed in § I-B1 for the case in which the payoff
is determined by a population game, Lyapunov functions [19]
are often used to establish convergence towards certain equilibria of the mean dynamics. The typical argument follows
techniques derived from the classical principles in [29]. However, these techniques are not immediately applicable to our
formulation because the deterministic payoff is no longer a
memoryless function of the mean population state, which can
no longer be characterized as a solution of the mean dynamics.
Instead we resort to a well-known compositional approach [30]
rooted on passivity principles with which convergence properties for the mean closed loop model can be ascertained by
separately establishing certain passivity properties of the EDM
and the PDM. More specifically, the search for a Lyapunov
function, which was central for establishing convergence to
equilibria of the mean dynamics, is superseded in our context

by the construction of certain types of storage functions for
the EDM and the PDM.
Although the aforementioned passivity-based methodology,
including the construction of storage functions for the individual blocks of a feedback loop to ascertain its stability [31],
has been widely used [32], we propose our own form of
passivity inspired on the approach in [28], which is both
equilibrium independent and is compatible with the EDM and
PDM classes we are interested in. In § VI we introduce the
passivity concepts used throughout the article. It includes in
§ VI-D a comparison with the related concepts of equilibrium
independent passivity [30], differential passivity [33], [34] and
incremental passivity [35].
Most of the key results presented here date back to [36], and
preliminary versions of the results in this article were reported
in [37], [38].
D. Structure of the article
Besides the introduction, the article has eight sections briefly
described as follows:
• In §II we start by describing key preliminary concepts,
including the detailed definitions of PDM, EDM and the
mean closed loop model. The section concludes with
an overarching problem formulation that motivates the
results derived throughout the paper.
• The examples discussed in §III illustrate applications of
particular instances of the framework considered here such as when the PDM is a population game and the
EDM is based on replicator mechanisms - to engineering
problems.
• In §IV we provide a comparison among evolutionary
games, population games - which we generalize here and mean field games.
• Using an explicit finite population framework, in §V we
ascertain that the mean population state and deterministic
payoff resulting from solutions of the mean closed loop
model indeed approximate the population state and the
payoff with arbitrary fidelity over any finite time horizon
uniformly, as the number of agents tends to infinity.
• In §VI we introduce the main concepts used throughout
the article to characterize relevant passivity properties
for any given PDM and EDM. More specifically, we
define δ-passivity allowing a possible surplus and δantipassivity admitting a possible deficit for an EDM
and PDM, respectively. A weak version of δ-antipassivity
is also proposed and invoked in Lemma 1 to ascertain
sufficient conditions that will be used in § VII and § VIII
to establish global attractivity results.
• A detailed analysis in §VII for the case in which the EDM
satisfies Nash stationarity leads to methods to determine
whether the set of Nash equilibria of the stationary game
associated with a given PDM is globally attractive or
globally asymptotically stable. We also specialize our
results for the integrable excess payoff target (EPT) and
impartial pairwise comparison (IPC) protocols.
• In §VIII we present results that are analog to § V for
perturbed best response (PBR) protocols. In addition, we
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•

establish a fundamental trade-off according to which a
perturbed equilibria set is globally attractive even when
the PDM has a δ-antipassivity deficit provided that it is
no larger than the δ-passivity surplus of the EDM. This
trade-off is not possible in the context of § V because,
as is shown in [38, Corollary IV.3], any EDM stemming
from an EPT or IPC protocol never have a positive δpassivity surplus.
In §IX we propose the so-called smoothing-anticipatory
PDM class and characterize its δ-antipassivity properties. We also include examples illustrating how the δantipassive properties of the aforementioned PDM can
be used in conjunction with the results in § IV or § V
to establish global stability of the Nash equilibria of the
stationary game or a perturbed version, respectively.
II. P RELIMINARY C ONCEPTS AND P ROBLEM
F ORMULATION

Before we specify the class of problems considered throughout this article, we proceed to defining and discussing basic
properties of the sets and maps needed for our analysis.
In § II-A, we will propose a class of payoff dynamics models
(PDM) comprising a state that evolves in (continuous) nonnegative real-valued time T = R+ . In our single-population
framework, the strategy profile set is specified as follows:


n


X
def
zj = m
X = z ∈ Rn+


j=1

where n is the number of strategies and m is the population
mass. Every element of X is interpreted as a n-tuple representing the portions of the population adopting each strategy.
For any vector r in Rn , we specify the following norm:
def

krk = max |ri |
1≤i≤n

For any trajectory v : T → Rn , we adopt the following norm
def

kvk = sup kv(t)k
t∈T

We restrict our analysis to trajectories in the following set:
def

Rn = {All differentiable maps from T to Rn }
Definition 1. We reserve x : T → X to denote the so-called
mean population state trajectory. At a particular time t the
mean population state is represented by x(t). The set of
admissible mean population state trajectories X is defined as
follows:
def 
X = x ∈ Rn kẋk < ∞ and x(τ ) ∈ X, τ ∈ T
Definition 2. We use p : T → Rn to denote the so-called
deterministic payoff trajectory. The deterministic payoff at time
t is represented by p(t), whose entries ascribe a reward to each
strategy. The set of possible deterministic payoff trajectories
P is specified as:
def 
P = p ∈ Rn kpk < ∞ and kṗk < ∞

In § V, we describe a scenario in which the mean population
state and deterministic payoff are high fidelity approximations
of the population state and payoff of a finite population,
respectively, provided that the number of agents is sufficiently
large.
We now proceed with defining the main models and concepts needed to complete the description of our framework.
A. Payoff Dynamics Model (PDM)
We start by defining population games as used in the
framework described in § I-A.
Definition 3. (Population game) A population game is specified by a continuous map F : X → Rn . It determines
the

deterministic payoff trajectory as p(t) = F x(t) , for t ≥ 0.
In contrast with the population game formulation in which
p is obtained via a memoryless2 map of x, we consider that a
payoff dynamics model (PDM), as defined below, governs the
deterministic payoff trajectory in terms of the mean population
state trajectory.
Definition 4. (PDM) We consider that a payoff dynamics
model (PDM) is defined as follows:

q̇(t) = G q(t), u(t) 
, t ≥ 0, q(0) ∈ Rn , u ∈ X (1)
p(t) = H q(t), u(t)
where G : Rn × X → Rn is Lipschitz continuous and
H : Rn × X → Rn is continuously differentiable and Lipschitz
continuous. The state-space representation (1) specifies a map
from the input u and the initial condition q(0) to the state
q and output p. Henceforth, we identify a PDM by the pair
(G, H) that specifies it.
The PDM is a finite-dimensional dynamical system that,
as we will see in § II-C, will be used in a closed loop
configuration in which u is set to the mean population state
trajectory x.
In addition, we require that the PDM satisfies the following
assumption for reasons that will become clear in Proposition 1.
Assumption 1. (PDM Boundedness) In this article we consider that every PDM is a bounded map in the following sense:
sup kqk < ∞,

q(0) ∈ Rn

(2)

u∈X

where q is the solution of (1) for input u and initial condition q(0).
Remark 1. Boundedness of a PDM guarantees that for each
initial condition q(0) in Rn there is a finite upper-bound for
kqk that holds for all inputs u in X. In addition, because G
is Lipschitz continuous, H is continuously differentiable, and
the elements of X are bounded, we infer that if the PDM is
bounded then p, q̇, and ṗ are also bounded, for each initial
condition q(0).
2 Here we adopt a convention that is common in systems theory, according
to which a system is called memoryless when the output is an instantaneous
(point-wise in time) function of the input.
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We also assume that every PDM is associated with a socalled stationary population game according to the following
assumption.
Assumption 2. (Stationary Population Game of a PDM)
In this article, we assume that for every PDM there is
a continuous map F̄ : X → Rn for which the following
implication holds for any initial condition q(0) in Rn :

lim ku̇(t)k = 0 =⇒ lim p(t) − F̄ u(t) = 0, u ∈ X
t→∞
t→∞
(3)
in addition, we require that the following set

(z, s) ∈ X × Rn H(z, s) = F̄(z)
is either a compact subset of or the entire set X × Rn . We
refer to F̄ as the stationary population game of the PDM.
The following definition clarifies the way in which population games can be regarded as a particular PDM class.
Definition 5. (Memoryless PDM) Let F : X → Rn be
a continuously differentiable3 map that defines a population
game. We refer to F interchangeably as a population game
or a memoryless PDM.
It suffices to choose H(s, z) = F(z) and, although it is
not necessary, adopt G(s, z) = F(z) − s to conclude that the
memoryless PDM complies with Definition 4. It also follows
immediately from this construct that the stationary population
game F̄ is F.
Definition 6. Given a PDM, the set of Nash equilibria of its
stationary population game is defined as follows:
def 
NE(F̄) = z ∈ X z T F̄(z) ≥ z̄ T F̄(z), z̄ ∈ X
If a PDM is memoryless then NE(F̄) is the Nash equilibria
set of the underlying population game F.
The results in this article are valid for any PDM satisfying
the assumptions above, and in § VI-B1 and § IX, we define
and analyze in more detail two cases of interest.

n
m
Rn
Rn
+
Rn
−
Rn
∗
X
int(X)
bd(X)

number of strategies.
population mass.
n-th dimensional real coordinate space.
n-th dimensional nonnegative real coordinate space.
n-th dimensional nonpositive real coordinate space.

represents viable excess payoff vectors Rn − int(Rn
−) .
strategy profile set.
is defined as {z ∈ X | zi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
is given by X − int(X).
TABLE I
PARTIAL LIST OF BASIC NOTATION : PART I.

Here, x(t) is the state, which is also the output of the model,
x(0) is the initial condition, and w is the input that is typically
taken to be a given deterministic payoff trajectory.
Inspired by the notation in [2], we also represent the
subspace tangent to X as follows:
)
(
n
X
def
n
z̃i = 0
TX = z̃ ∈ R
i=1

Remark 2. (“EDM” versus “mean dynamics”) We have
decided to use “evolutionary dynamics model”, or EDM,
to refer to (4) to distinguish it from the concept of “mean
dynamics” as defined in [2], which refers to a given map from
the set of population games to a certain class of differential
equations. The latter is not adequate for our formulation in
which we allow for a dynamical payoff mechanism described
by its own PDM.
In this article, we will consider a subclass of EDM that
stems from the following class of revision protocols.
Definition 8. (Protocol) A revision protocol, or protocol for short, is specified by a Lipschitz continuous map
T : Rn × X → Rn×n
+ . It models how members of the population revise their strategies in response to the population state
and payoff. In particular, it determines the EDM as follows:
!
n
n
X
X
def
Vi (z, r) =
zj Tji (r, z) −
Tij (r, z) zi ,
j=1

Our model for how the state of the population evolves over
time is specified as follows.
Definition 7. (EDM) The evolutionary dynamics of the population is specified by an evolutionary dynamics model (EDM)
of the following form:

ẋ(t) = V x(t), w(t) , x(0) ∈ X, t ≥ 0, w ∈ P (4)
where V : X × Rn → Rn is a given Lipschitz continuous map
that also satisfies the following constraint:
V(z, r) ∈ TX(z),

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

j=1

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

B. Evolutionary Dynamics Model (EDM)

(6)

In § II-C, we model the feedback mechanism that is established when the PDM is actually played by a population
characterized by a given protocol and corresponding EDM. We
also show in § V how the mean population state approximates
the population state of a population with arbitrary accuracy as
the number of agents tends to infinity.
Most of our basic notation is summarized in Tables I
and II, while most acronyms and notation associated with
EDM and PDM, some of which will be introduced later on,
are summarized in Table III.

(5)

where TX(z) is the cone of viable displacement from z
specified as:
def 
TX(z) = α(z̄ − z) | z̄ ∈ X and α ≥ 0 , z ∈ X
3 Notice that since X is compact, continuous differentiability of F implies
that it is also Lipschitz continuous.

C. Solutions of the Mean Closed Loop Model
We wish to study the trajectories of the deterministic payoff
and mean population state when the PDM is interconnected
in feedback with an EDM. That is to say that we consider
that the input of the PDM is the mean population state and,
in turn, the resulting deterministic payoff is the input of the
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PDM
q
G
H
F̄
NE(F̄ )
EDM
V
T
EPT
BNN
IPC
Smith
PBR
Q
F̃
PE(F̄ , Q)
Logit

q(0)

mean population state

payoff map specifying a population game.
represents a given strategy profile.
represents a given payoff vector.
Jacobian of F
subspace tangent to X.
cone tangent to X at z.
nonnegative continuous time algebraically equivalent to R+ .
set of possible mean population state trajectories.
mean population state trajectory.
set of possible deterministic payoff trajectories.
deterministic payoff trajectory.
TABLE II
PARTIAL LIST OF BASIC NOTATION : PART II.

(u = x)

x

Payoff Dynamics Model
q̇(t) = G (q(t), u(t))
(PDM)
p(t) = H (q(t), u(t))

Evolutionary Dynamics Model
ẋ(t) = V(x(t), w(t)) (EDM)

p

deterministic payoff

F
z
r
DF
TX
TX(z)
T
X
x
P
p

(w = p)
payoff dynamics model.
state trajectory of the PDM.
map specifying the differential equation for q.
map specifying p based on q and input to the PDM.
x(0)
stationary population game of a PDM.
set of Nash equilibria of F̄ .
Fig. 1. Diagram representing a feedback interconnection between a PDM and
evolutionary dynamics model.
an EDM. The resulting system is referred to as mean closed loop model.
map specifying the differential equation modeling the EDM.
protocol determining V .
EDM associated with an excess payoff target protocol.
(Brown-von Neumann-Nash) particular case of EPT EDM.
of the initial value problem in (7). Also the boundedness of
EDM associated with impartial pairwise comparison protocol.
the PDM from Assumption 1 and Remark 1 guarantees that p
particular case of IPC EDM.
and x remain in P and X, respectively. We assert these facts in
EDM associated with perturbed best response protocol.
perturbation map associated with the PBR EDM.
the following proposition, which is an immediate consequence
F̄ perturbed by Q as F̃ (z) = F̄ (z) − ∇Q(z).
of the Picard-Lindelöf Theorem and Remark 1.
set of perturbed equilibria NE(F̃ ).
particular case of PBR EDM.
Proposition 1. Consider that a mean closed loop model (7)
TABLE III

PARTIAL LIST OF MOST ACRONYMS AND NOTATION ASSOCIATED WITH
PDM AND EDM.

EDM (see Fig. 1). A state-space closed loop model of this
feedback interconnection is constructed as follows.
Definition 9. (Mean Closed Loop Model) Given a PDM and
an EDM, the associated mean closed loop model is obtained
by using x as an input to (1) and p as an input to (4), or
equivalently, setting u = x and w = p. The following is the
state space representation of the mean closed loop model:

q̇(t) = G q(t), x(t) 

ẋ(t) = V H q(t), x(t) , t ≥ 0, q(0), x(0) ∈ Rn × X,
p(t) = H q(t), x(t)
(7)
where V H : Rn × X → Rn is defined as:
def

V H (s, z) = V (z, H(s, z)) ,

s ∈ Rn , z ∈ X

Notice that
 the state of the mean closed loop model is
q(t), x(t) . The mean closed loop model has no input, and the
state trajectory (q, x) is the solution of the associated initial
value problem
 in response to the preselected initial condition
q(0), x(0) .
In § V, we show that solutions of (7) approximate uniformly,
over any finite time horizon, with arbitrary accuracy the
population state of a finite population subjected to the same
protocol and PDM with probability tending to one as the
number of agents tends to infinity.
It is clear from our PDM and EDM definitions that G and
V H are Lipschitz continuous, which, from Picard-Lindelöf
Theorem, guarantees the existence and uniqueness of solutions

is formed by
 an EDM and a PDM. For each initial condition
q(0), x(0) in Rn × X there is a unique solution (q, x). The
solution is such that p and x are in P and X, respectively.
Furthermore, under the conditions of Proposition 1, an immediate adaptation of the argument in [2, Theorem
4.A.3] can

be used to show that the map φt : q(0), x(0) 7→ (q(t), x(t)
is Lipschitz continuous for any t in T.
D. Background on the Approach of [28]

As we discussed earlier, standard population games are
specified by a continuous map F : X → Rn that determines

the deterministic payoff at time t according to p(t) = F x(t) .
The map is memoryless because the (deterministic) payoff at
time t depends solely on the (mean) population state also at
time t.
An important class of population games is defined below:
Definition 10. (Contractive Population Game) A given
population game F : X → Rn is qualified as contractive
if it satisfies the following condition:

(z − z̄)T F(z) − F(z̄) ≤ 0, z, z̄ ∈ X
The population game is said to be strictly contractive if the
inequality above is strict for z 6= z̄.
As shown in [24], when a contractive population game F
is played according to an EDM derived from a target protocol
that is integrable, or equivalently has a revision potential, the
trajectory of the mean population state is guaranteed to have
global convergence properties, which are established using
Lyapunov-like functions that are constructed from the revision
potentials.
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Work in [28] proposed a framework to extend the contractive population game methodology to certain dynamically
modified payoffs, which in our formulation could be modeled
as PDMs. The underlying idea in [28] is to use techniques
related to δ-passivity for establishing sufficient conditions that
determine when the time derivative of the state trajectory of (7)
is L2 stable.
While, in [24], contractivity was a requirement for convergence in the case of population games, the approach
by [28] for dynamically modified payoffs requires that the
PDM satisfies an inequality defining a condition called δantipassivity. Interestingly, [28] shows that δ-antipassivity can
be rightly viewed as a generalization of contractivity because
any contractive population game is also δ-antipassive. Notably,
the analysis in [28] proves that when the PDM is δ-antipassive
and EDM results from an integrable target protocol then the
revision potential can be used to construct a storage function to
establish L2 stability of the solutions of (7). In general, when
such a storage function can be constructed, the EDM is shown
to be δ-passive, or equivalently, it satisfies an inequality that
is the antisymmetric of the one used to define δ-antipassivity.
We will revisit these concepts in § VI.
E. Problem Statement and Comparison with [28] and [24]
The analysis in [28] investigates stability of the derivative
of the mean population state in the L2 sense. Remarkably,
stability guarantees of the aforementioned sort do not imply
convergence of the mean population state towards any specific
equilibria as was done, for instance, in [24]. In particular, we
cannot use existing versions of Barbalat’s lemma [39] because
they presume constraints on the second derivative of the mean
population state that may not be verified in our framework in
which protocols may not be differentiable. In addition, even
if some version of Barbalat’s lemma could be constructed to
determine when the derivative of the mean population state
tends to zero4 , it would not suffice to ascertain whether Nash
equilibria set, or perturbed versions of it, are globally attractive
or globally asymptotically stable.
Problem 1. (Main Problem) Consider that a PDM is given
and that F̄ is its stationary population game. For the EDM
classes associated with the protocol classes considered in [24],
we seek to determine the conditions on the PDM to guarantee
that a set of equilibria E(F̄), which in this article is either
NE(F̄) or a perturbed version of it, is globally attractive
or globally asymptotically stable according to the following
definitions.
Definition 11. (Stability Concepts) Let an EDM and a PDM
be given. The stability of a set E(F̄), which in our formulation
is either NE(F̄) or a perturbed version of it, is classified as
follows:
• (Global
Attractiveness)
The
set
E(F̄)
is
globally attractive if for every initial condition
4 In fact, even for elementary real-valued functions, convergence of the
derivative to zero as time tends to infinity does not, in general, guarantee that
the function converges to a constant. The function defined for nonnegative t
by log(t + 1) is a simple example illustrating this fact.

(q(0), x(0)) in Rn × X, the solution trajectory (q, x)
of the mean closed loop model (7) is such that the
following limits hold:


lim
inf kx(t) − zk = 0
(8a)
t→∞ z∈E(F̄ )

(8b)
lim p(t) − F̄ x(t) = 0
t→∞

•

(Lyapunov Stability) The set E(F̄) is Lyapunov
stable if for every open set O in R2n that contains
def
A = {(q, z) ∈ Rn × X | z ∈ E(F̄) and H(q, z) = F̄(z)},
there is another open set O0 that contains A for which
the following holds:
(q(0), x(0)) ∈ O0 ∩ (Rn × X) =⇒
(q(t), x(t)) ∈ O, t ≥ 0

(9)

(Globally Asymptotically Stable) The set E(F̄) is globally asymptotically stable if it is globally attractive and
Lyapunov stable.
This definition stated above adapts to our framework analogous concepts used in [24].
•

1) Our Approach to Solving Problem 1 : In addition to
leveraging the use of and generalizing the passivity techniques
proposed in [28] to solve Problem 1, in § VI we introduce
new key concepts that ultimately lead to Lemma 1. The
latter is a central convergence result that will allow us to
propose solutions to Problem 1 for the two important EDM
classes studied in § VII and § VIII. It will follow from our
analysis in these sections that, in the particular case when
the PDM is a memoryless map specifying a population game,
our sufficient conditions for global attractiveness and global
asymptotic stability are analogous to those in [24].
In § IX, we also extend and adapt to our context an
important PDM class proposed in [28]. We also provide
extensions of [28, Theorem 4.6].
III. E XAMPLES OF A PPLICATION OF P OPULATION G AMES
AND E VOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS IN E NGINEERING
S YSTEMS AND O PTIMIZATION
The following examples illustrate applications of our formulation to engineering problems, resource allocation and
optimization. Although in these examples the PDM is either
memoryless (population game) or has a fixed delay but no
other internal dynamics, they describe important applications
in which the results of this paper would be relevant to allow
internal dynamics in the PDM or protocols that are more
general. As we discuss in § I-C, by including additional
dynamics in the PDM one can model important effects, such
as inertia and anticipation in the agents’ perceptions of the
payoff.
1) Traffic assignment: The seminal work reported in [40]
investigates a traffic assignment problem in which the strategies are the possible routes each agent may traverse to travel
from a location to another. The main result in [40] shows
that certain simple protocols, which lead to what was latter
called Smith dynamics [2, Example 5.6.1] and in our article
is referred to as Smith EDM (see Example 2), are guaranteed
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to steer the mean population state towards the Wardrop [41]
equilibrium of a given network cost-flow function. In the
context of population games, such a cost is a congestion
population game and the Wardrop equilibrium coincides with
the befitting version of Nash’s specified in Definition 6.
2) Distributed control strategies for resource allocation
and optimization: The distributed control strategies discussed
in [42] hinge on simple protocols to regulate flow distribution
in urban drainage systems, voltage split for lighting systems
and economic power dispatch in microgrids. The underlying
population games determining the payoff for these applications
have a strictly concave potential. In this setting, the same
Smith EDM mentioned in III-1, or appropriate modifications
thereof, guarantees that the mean population state will always
converge to the maximum of the potential, which is also the
unique Nash equilibrium of the population game. In fact, the
potential can be used as a Lyapunov function to establish
that its maximum is globally asymptotically stable. As is
explained in [21] and [2, § 3.1] the maximum of a strictly
concave potential is globally asymptotically stable under any
protocol satisfying positive correlation and Nash stationarity.
More generally, the set of Nash equilibria of a potential game as population games having a potential are called [22] - can
be determined by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
of local optimality of the potential. These results highlight
the relevance of our formulation for distributed optimization
and engineering applications in which a potential game is
constructed and implemented by a coordinator, as is done
in [42] and references therein, to promote distributed resource
allocation. Notably, as explained in [2, Example 3.1.2], congestion population games in general admit a potential. In fact,
the potential has been used since the early work in [5] to
prove the existence of and also compute the Nash equilibria
of congestion games.
3) Distributed control strategies for wireless networks: The
approach in [43] uses the formalism of population games to
design and analyze the performance of distributed algorithms
that either trigger transmission or regulate the transmission
power of a large number of agents in the scenarios of slotted
ALOHA-based access network or W-CDMA power control,
respectively. In these scenarios, the strategy sets, or equivalently the state of each agent, are {T, N } (transmit or not)
and {PH , PL } (high or low power), respectively. The payoff
for the ALOHA-based access network scenario captures the
net reward of transmitting successfully subject to a cost quantifying the power spent. A population game captures the effect
of collisions that may arise from simultaneous transmissions.
In the W-CDMA power control scenario, the payoff captures
the ability to broadcast to other nodes and the underlying
population game also models the effect of interference that
occurs when neighboring agents transmit concurrently.
IV. P OPULATION G AMES , E VOLUTIONARY G AMES AND
M EAN F IELD G AMES : A B RIEF C OMPARISON
Our approach builds on the established framework of evolutionary dynamics and population games to take on the
more general case in which the payoff is governed by a

PDM. Hence, in order to precisely situate our work in light
of existing related methods and approaches, we proceed to
expounding the commonalities between our population-gameinspired framework and that of evolutionary games, and we
will also discuss the most salient differences relative to mean
field games.
A. Population games and evolutionary games: background
and origins
Starting with the foundations laid by Maynard-Smith and
Price in [13], evolutionary game theory has been providing
a tractable and mathematically rigorous framework to model
and analyze the dynamics of natural selection according to
which phenotypes prosper or flounder based on their fitness,
as determined by their competitive advantages or drawbacks
relative to each other and the environment. An evolutionary
game that determines the fitness in terms of the traits of the
intervening organisms, and the evolutionary mechanism by
which reproduction is modulated based on the fitness form
the basic tenets of the theory [44].
Subsequent work, mostly by mathematicians and
economists [2], recognized that this theory could be adapted
and extended in the following ways to model the evolution of
strategy choices by a population of self-governing agents that
are coupled only through a payoff structure that influences
their decisions:
• The mathematical framework that is subjacent to evolutionary game theory can also be used to analyze the
choice dynamics of populations of agents that are given
a set of strategies to choose from and which they can
repeatedly reconsider. According to this approach, in its
simplest form, the mechanism governing the reproduction
or depletion rate of a phenotype in terms of its fitness
is analogous to the one determining the rate of increase
or reduction of the prevalence of each strategy in one
or more populations. More specifically, the phenotype
selection mechanism and the concept of fitness for the
former are analogous to the so-called strategy revision
protocols and payoff used by the latter.
• Payoff mechanisms that are relevant for economics and
engineering, such as congestion games, can be adopted
and handled as natural generalizations of those that
determine the fitness in the evolutionary biology context.
In the context of large populations, in which deterministic
approximations are suitable, the payoff mechanism is
denoted as population game when it is a function of the
so-called social state comprising the portions of every
population choosing each strategy.
• Equilibrium selection notions for evolutionary games
such as ESS (evolutionarily stable strategy [13]) that
have important implications for stability analysis can
be further generalized when considering contractive (or
stable) [23], [24] population games. As is thoroughly
described in [45], the concept of ESS can be further refined to account for strategies represented in uncountable
subsets of coordinate spaces that are suitable to describe
longterm adaptation of the strategy set. A model in which
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both the mean population state and the strategy set are
dynamic is described by the coupled equations in [46,
(16)] - a coupled dynamic that is reminiscent of the mean
closed loop model considered in § II-C.
After comparing [3, Chapters 3-5] and [2, Chapter 4-8], as
well as references therein, one concludes that although work
associated with evolutionary game theory is often focused
on replicator dynamics [12] or extensions of it, there is a
significant overlap of the goals and the tools used for the
analysis of stability relative to what is adopted in the study of
population games and evolutionary dynamics.
B. Comparing Population Games and Mean Field Games
The description in [47, chapter 2] suggests that the class
of mean field games (MFG) that is most similar to our framework is that of first order MFG. Starting with the pioneering
work in [48]–[50], most work on first order mean field games
in an engineering context seeks to control a collective of
structurally dissociated dynamical systems (agents) in the limit
when the number of agents tends to infinity. Each agent in such
a setting is steered by a causal control policy that depends
on its own state and the so-called (deterministic) mean state,
which is analogous to the (deterministic) mean population state
adopted in our approach, or mean social state when there are
two or more populations, in that both specify at every instant
the portions of the population that attain every possible state
or set of states. The control law is the same across an entire
class (subgroup of identical agents), which is analogous to
imposing the same protocol for all members of each population
in the multi-population setting. In light of these similarities it is
important that we list the following fundamental differences
between the approach adopted here, and that of first order
MFG. Examples of application for our framework and that of
MFG to engineering problems are weaved in our discussion,
which will also clarify the most salient differences between
the two approaches.
1) Main differences between MFG and our approach: In
first order MFG, the set of strategies available to each agent
class comprises control policies that govern the control action
as a causal function of the mean state and the state of each
agent. The so-called Nash Certainty Equivalence principle
determines the control policy for each agent class from the
solution of a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. We proceed
to describing the most significant differences between our
approach and that of MFG.
a) States and strategies: In our approach, the state of
each agent takes values in the strategy set. As a consequence,
the strategy (or state) of each agent is revised repeatedly,
which is in sharp contrast with the MFG approach in which
the control policy of each agent class that is computed once
off-line and used throughout the life of the MFG is a strategy.
b) Cost and payoff mechanism: While a cost is used to
compute the control policies for each agent class of a MFG,
in our approach a payoff mechanism is itself the feedback
component providing the payoff vector used by the agents
to revise their strategies. In the particular case in which the
payoff mechanism is a (memoryless) population game and

the revision protocols are of the best response type, our
approach is somewhat similar to a repeated game [51] in
which the stage game would be the population game. In this
analogy, we emphasize the qualifier ”similar” because unlike
a standard repeated game, the techniques, models, concepts
and objectives of our approach are tailored to deal with large
populations.
c) Equilibrium concepts: Characterization of relevant
mean social state equilibria for our approach are inspired on
Nash’s and defined with respect to the payoff mechanism.
When the payoff mechanism is a population game, the set
of Nash equilibria, or perturbed versions of it, is functionally
characterized in the usual way, and may be interpreted in the
mass-action sense proposed in [9] and further analyzed in [8].
In contrast, the so-called decentralized -Nash concept [48],
which can be viewed as a relaxation of the person-to-person
optimality notion [52] applied to the underlying cost, characterizes the relevant equilibria set for a MFG.
d) Convergence to equilibria: In contrast to MFG, the
main goal of our framework is to establish concepts and
methods to determine whether the populations will react in
a way that the mean population state converges towards
equilibria of interest. Convergence to an equilibria set, such as
Nash’s, gives credence to both the ability of the populations
to self-organize using simple (bounded-rationality) protocols
in a distributed fashion and the value of the equilibria concept
to predict long-term behavior.
e) An MFG approach to power control for CDMA/CNO:
The work in [53] puts forth a MFG approach to the design
of power control for code division multiple access (CDMA)
cellular network optimization (CNO). The state of each agent
is the transmission power governed by the control policy,
which is the pre-optimized strategy assigned to the class the
agent belongs to. When the agents are mobile the state also
includes their locations in the Cartesian plane, in which case
the control policy not only governs the transmission power of
each agent but also steers it. A careful comparison between
this example with those of § III will certainly help clarify the
differences between our approach and that of MFG.
2) Advantages of our approach relative to MFG: Relative
to the MFG approach, whose benefits are self-evident from
the fact that the control policies are optimal for a given cost,
our approach has the following advantages:
a) Simplicity of protocols: In our formulation, the protocols that the agents use to revise their strategies are simple to implement and amenable to analysis supported on
conventional evolutionary principles. In addition, the agents
may not be synchronized because independent Poisson clocks
determine when each agent is allowed to revise its strategy.
In contrast, the policies followed by the agents in the MFG
approach are optimal, but may be intricate and difficult to
implement in practice.
b) Information structure: As is discussed in [11], the
information structures required to implement the various types
of revision protocols vary significantly. In contrast with MFG,
in general, the agents do not need to access the entire mean
social state.
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V. R ELATING T HE M EAN C LOSED L OOP M ODEL W ITH
T HE P OPULATION S TATE AND PAYOFF O F L ARGE
P OPULATIONS
The framework in [16] uses classical results [18] to show
that, as the size of the population tends to infinity, the solutions
of the mean dynamics approximate with arbitrary accuracy,
in the sense of [16, Theorem 4.1], the realizations of the
population state. Furthermore, such an analysis, which can
also be found in [2, Chapter 10], is further refined in [17,
Lemma 1].

A. Finite population framework
Likewise, in this section, we proceed to outlining the construction of a finite-population framework whose population
state and payoff can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy
uniformly over any given finite time interval by the solution of
the mean closed loop model (7) with probability approaching
one as the population size tends to infinity. Our approach is
to modify the framework in [16], [17] and [2, Chapter 10] to
comply with ours in which a PDM governs the deterministic
payoff.
Inspired by the construction in [16], we consider that the
population state of a single population with N agents is
represented by a right-continuous jump-process X N taking
values in XN defined as:


def
XN = N1 Nn ∩ X
where without loss of generality we assume m = 1. A Poisson
process with positive rate % governs the revision times of each
agent. The N Poisson processes governing the revision times
for the agents are independent. Hence, a Poisson process with
rate N % governs the jump times of X N .
Given a pair (G, H) satisfying the conditions of Definition 4,
the payoff vector at time τ is represented by P N (τ ), and is
obtained in terms of X N and a pre-determined initial condition
QN (0) in Rn as the unique solution of:

Q̇N (t) = G QN (t), X N (t) 
, t≥0
(10)
P N (t) = H QN (t), X N (t)
In contrast to [16], [17], here we assume that F(X N (τ )) is
replaced with P N (τ ) in the implementation5 of the protocol
that models the strategy revision process.
Following the approach in [2, §4.1.2], without loss of
generality, we assume that the following holds:
%≥

n
X

Tij (r, z).

r ∈ Rn , z ∈ X, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

j6=i
T (P N (τ ),X N (τ ))

For each agent whose current strategy is i, ij
%
determines the probability that it will switch to strategy j,
conditioned on the event that it is allowed to switch at time τ .
5 See

also [2, Observation 10.1.2].

More specifically, X N is governed by the following probability transition law:


P XjN (τ ) − zj = N1 , XiN (τ ) − zi = − N1 T
Tij r, z)
, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
%
(11a)
n

X X Tij r, z)
T =1−
(11b)
zi
%
i=1
= zi


P X N (τ ) = z

j6=i

where T is the event that there are consecutive
jumps at times

τ − and τ , and P N (τ − ), X N (τ − ) = (r, z) holds for prespecified z and r in XN and Rn , respectively.
Given that, for any consecutive jump times τ − and τ ,
N
X (t) is constant for t in [τ − , τ ), from (10) we can deduce
the following update rule:
Z τ

N
N
−
Q (τ ) − Q (τ ) =
G QN (γ), X N (τ − ) dγ (12)
τ−

where QN : [τ − , τ ) → Rn is the solution of (10) starting with
the initial condition QN (τ − ).
From (11), we also infer that X N is unchanged if we replace
N
P and QN with the right-continuous jump processes P̌ N
and Q̌N that get updated at every jump time τ according to
P̌ N (τ ) = P N (τ ) and Q̌N (τ ) = QN (τ ). Consequently, the
update rules specified in (11) and (12) imply that the pair
(X N , Q̌N ) is a right-continuous Markov jump process that
satisfies the conditions of the framework in [18]. In addition,
for every (z, s) in XN × Rn and t ≥ 0, the following holds:
"

1 N
X (t + δ) − z
lim E
δ↓0
δ
#


N
N
X (t), Q̌ (t) = (z, s)
= V H (s, z) (13a)
"
lim E
δ↓0


1 N
Q̌ (t + δ) − s
δ



X (t), Q̌ (t) = (z, s)
N

#

N

= G(s, z) (13b)
B. Approximation in the limit of large populations
Hence, using [18, Theorem 2.11], we conclude from (13)
that given any positive t̄ and δ, and initial conditions
(x(0), q(0)) in X × Rn , the following holds for every sequence of initial states {(xN (0), q N (0))}∞
N =1 that converges
to (x(0), q(0)):
!


N
N
lim P sup
X (t), Q̌ (t) − x(t), q(t) > δ = 0
N →∞

0≤t≤t̄

(14)
where (x(t), q(t)) is the solution of (7) and we assume
that for each N the process (X N , Q̌N ) is initialized with
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Q̌N (0) = q N (0) and X̌ N (0) = xN (0). Since H is Lipschitz
continuous, from (14), we also conclude that the following
holds:
!


N
N
lim P sup
X (t), P̌ (t) − x(t), p(t) > δ = 0
N →∞

0≤t≤t̄

(15)
As we discussed in § I-B1 for the particular case in which
the PDM is a population game (memoryless), Theorems [2,
12.B.3] and [2, 12.B.5], which are derived from work in [25]
and [26], ascertain under unrestrictive conditions that as the
population grows, the stationary distribution of the population
state tends to concentrate around the smallest globally asymptotically stable set. Although it is beyond the scope of this
article, we believe that immediate extensions of Theorems [2,
12.B.3] and [2, 12.B.5] to our context would show that the
stationary distribution of X N (t), Q̌N (t) , when it exists, will
tend to concentrate around a globally asymptotic stable set of
the mean closed loop model as N tends to infinity.
VI. EDM δ- PASSIVITY, PDM δ- ANTIPASSIVITY, AND
M AIN S UPPORTING L EMMA
We start this section by defining key EDM and PDM properties, which we will use later on to state the conditions under
which our convergence results hold. Subsequently, in § VI-C
we state a key supporting lemma that we will use to establish
the convergence results presented in § VII through § VIII.

As is discussed in [28], an EDM is δ-passive when the
following augmented system with input wδ and output xδ is
passive according to its standard definition [32]:
ẇ(t) = wδ (t),

w(0) ∈ Rn , wδ ∈ Pδ

ẋ(t) = V x(t), w(t) , x(0) ∈ X

xδ (t) = V x(t), w(t)

(17a)
(17b)
(17c)

def

where Pδ = {ẇ|w ∈ P}. Notably, (x(t), w(t)) is the state
of the augmented system and S is a storage function for it.
As we will see later in § VI-C, if a δ-storage function is
informative, according to the following definition, then we can
use it to establish convergence results for the mean closed loop
model.
Definition 13. (Informative S) Let S : X × Rn → R+ be a
δ-storage function for a given EDM specified by V. We say
that S is informative if it satisfies the following two conditions:
V(z ∗ , r∗ ) = 0 =⇒ S(z ∗ , r∗ ) = 0,
∇Tz S(z ∗ , r∗ )V(z ∗ , r∗ ) = 0 =⇒ V(z ∗ , r∗ ) = 0

(18a)
(18b)

for every z ∗ and r∗ in X and Rn , respectively.

A. EDM δ-passivity and Informative Storage Functions

The implication in (18a) suggests that, for a
constant
deterministic
payoff,
every
equilibrium
point of the EDM minimizes S. In addition, from
d
T
dt S(x(t), r) = ∇x S(x(t), r)V(x(t), r), we could conclude
from (18b) that, for a constant deterministic payoff r,
S(x(t), r) is constant only if x(t) remains at an equilibrium
point of the EDM.

Given an EDM with input w and state x, the following
inequality is central for the definition of δ-passivity [28]:

B. PDM δ-antipassivity and weak δ-antipassivity
The following conditions will be used in the definition of
δ-antipassivity for a given PDM with input u, state q, and
output p:



S x(t), w(t) − S x(t0 ), w(t0 ) ≤
Z t
 T

ẋ (τ )ẇ(τ ) − η ẋT (τ )ẋ(τ ) dτ,
t0

t ≥ t0 , t, t0 ∈ T, x(t0 ) ∈ X, w ∈ P

(16)

where η and S : X×Rn → R+ are a nonnegative real constant
and a map, respectively.
Definition 12. (EDM δ-passivity)
Given an EDM, we adopt the following δ-passivity concepts:
•

•

The EDM is said to be δ-passive if there is a continuously
differentiable S for which (16) is satisfied with η = 0.
If the EDM is δ-passive, let η ∗ be the supremum of
all η for which there is a continuously differentiable S
satisfying (16). If η ∗ is positive then the EDM is qualified
as δ-passive with surplus η ∗ .

For either case, the map S is referred to as a
δ-storage function. We refer to the EDM generally as strictly
output δ-passive when it is δ-passive with some positive
surplus η ∗ .
Notice that the larger η ∗ the more stringent the requirement
for strict output δ-passivity. When it is positive, we view such
η ∗ as a measure of δ-passivity “surplus”.

L(z, s) = 0 ⇔ H(s, z) = F̄(z),

z ∈ X, s ∈ Rn

(19a)

L(u(0), q(0)) − L(u(t), q(t)) ≥
Z t
 T

ṗ (τ )u̇(τ ) − ν u̇T (τ )u̇(τ ) dτ,
0

t ≥ 0, q(0) ∈ Rn , u ∈ X

(19b)

where ν is a nonnegative constant, F̄ is the stationary population game of the PDM, and L : X × Rn → R+ is a map.
Definition 14. (PDM δ-antipassivity) Given a PDM, we
consider the following cases:
• The PDM is said to be δ-antipassive if there is a continuously differentiable L for which (19) is satisfied for
ν = 0.
∗
• The PDM is δ-antipassive with deficit ν > 0 if there is
a continuously differentiable L for which (19) is satisfied
for every ν > ν ∗ .
A map L that satisfies either case is referred to as a δantistorage function.
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Notice that there is an antisymmetry between (16) and (19b)
that is obtained from changing signs of certain terms and
swapping the output with the input. This correspondence
could be further strengthened by viewing L as a δ-antistorage
function that would be the antisymmetric equivalent of S.
An analogy similar to (17) is done in [28] to compare δantipassivity with standard notions of passivity.
Given a PDM with input u, state q, and output p, the
following inequality is central to characterizing a weaker
notion of δ-antipassivity:

1) Contractivity and δ-antipassivity for memoryless PDM:
We proceed to stating in the following proposition, and subsequently proving, that a memoryless PDM is δ-antipassive
if and only if its stationary population game is contractive in
the sense of Definition 10. Alternatively, one may assert that
δ-antipassivity gets to be contractivity in the particular case
when the PDM is a population game.
Proposition 2. Let F : X → Rn be a given continuously
differentiable map satisfying the following inequality:
z̃ T DF(z)z̃ ≤ ν ∗ z̃ T z̃,

z ∈ X, z̃ ∈ TX

(22)

∗


A q(0), ku̇k ≥
Z t
 T

ṗ (τ )u̇(τ ) − ν u̇T (τ )u̇(τ ) dτ,
0

t ≥ 0, q(0) ∈ Rn , u ∈ X

(20)

where ν and A : Rn × R+ → R+ are a nonnegative real
constant and a map, respectively.
Definition 15. (PDM Weak δ-antipassivity) Given a PDM,
we consider the following cases:
•

•

The PDM is said to be weak δ-antipassive if there is A
for which (20) is satisfied for ν = 0.
The PDM is weak δ-antipassive with deficit ν ∗ > 0 if
there is A for which (20) is satisfied for every ν > ν ∗ .

Unlike δ-antipassivity, which requires the existence of a
continuously differentiable δ-antistorage function L, weak δantipassivity only requires the existence of a map A satisfying (20). Although well-known results [31], [54], [55] indicate
that a so-called “available” storage function can be constructed
when (20) is satisfied, there are no guarantees that it will
be continuously differentiable or satisfy (19a). The following
remark outlines an argument to establish that δ-antipassivity
indeed implies weak δ-antipassivity.
Remark 3. (δ-antipassivity implies weak δ-antipassivity)
Given a PDM, the following holds:
•

If the PDM is δ-antipassive then it is weak δ-antipassive
and we can select A as:
A(q(0), ·) = max L(z, q(0))
z∈X

•

(21)

where L is the δ-antistorage function of the PDM.
This choice for A also allows us to conclude that if the
PDM is δ-antipassive with deficit ν ∗ then it is also weak
δ-antipassive with deficit ν ∗ .

As we will see later in § VII and § VIII where we
study convergence of the mean population state to NE(F̄),
as well as perturbed versions of it, δ-antipassivity and weak
δ-antipassivity are prerequisites for global asymptotic stability
and global attractiveness, respectively. This confirms, as one
should expect, that because the δ-antipassivity condition is
stricter than its weak version, it leads to stronger stability
guarantees.

Here, ν is the least nonnegative real constant for which the
inequality holds. The following holds for the memoryless PDM
corresponding to the population game F.
∗
• If ν is zero then the PDM is δ-antipassive.
∗
• If ν
is positive then the PDM is δ-antipassive with
deficit ν ∗ .
Proof. Recall that in this case F̄ = F and choose L(z, s) = 0.
Clearly, since H(s, z) = F(z), Assumption 2 and (19a) hold.
Also the fact that ṗT (t)u̇(t) = u̇T (t)DF(u(t))u̇(t) and (22)
imply that (19b) holds.
C. Main Supporting Lemma and Outline of Main Convergence
Results
We proceed with stating a lemma that ascertains conditions
on the EDM and PDM under which key stability properties
for the mean closed loop are guaranteed. The lemma will be
used as an important building block of the stability results in
§ VII and § VIII where we analyze well-known EDM classes.
Lemma 1. (Main Supporting Lemma)
Let a PDM and an EDM be given. We consider the following
two cases.
∗
• (Case I) The PDM is weak δ-antipassive (ν = 0) and the
∗
EDM is δ-passive (η = 0) with respect to an informative
δ-storage function S.
• (Case II) The PDM is weak δ-antipassive with deficit
ν ∗ > 0 and the EDM is δ-passive with surplus η ∗ > ν ∗
with respect to an informative δ-storage function S.
If either Case I or Case II is true then the following holds:
lim S(x(t), p(t)) = 0,

t→∞

(x(0), q(0)) ∈ X × Rn

(23)

where the trajectory (x, p) is determined from the unique
solution of initial value problem for (7).
A proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A. This lemma
will enable us to use S to proceed in a manner that is
analogous to how Lyapunov functions were used in [24]
to establish convergence of the mean population state to
meaningful equilibria of contractive population games, for
various classes of EDM.
Remark 4. (Trade-off in Case II) Notice that Case II of the
lemma allows for a PDM that is weak δ-antipassive with deficit
ν ∗ > 0 at the expense of requiring that the EDM is δ-passive
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with surplus η ∗ > ν ∗ . That is to say that a less stringent δantipassivity requirement on the PDM can be counterbalanced
by an appropriately stricter δ-passivity condition on the EDM.
D. Comparison with related notions of passivity
In dynamical system theory, there are other notions of passivity, namely, incremental passivity [35], differential passivity
[33], [34] and equilibrium-independent passivity [30], [56].
For a certain class of dynamical system models, e.g., linear
system models, incremental passivity and differential passivity
are equivalent to δ-passivity; however, the equivalence would
not hold for nonlinear system models such as EDM (4)
considered in this paper. On the other hand, as we briefly
explain below, the qualification for equilibrium-independent
passivity is basically different from that of δ-passivity even
for linear system models.
In what follows, we compare these passivity notions with
δ-passivity in terms of their roles in establishing the stability of dynamical systems, and discuss the motivation for
our selection of δ-passivity. Essentially, incremental passivity
and differential passivity are used to analyze the so-called
incremental stability defined as the pairwise contraction of the
state trajectories of a dynamical system - a concept relevant in
synchronization and consensus problems. On the other hand,
inextricably related to Lyapunov stability, δ-passivity is used
to ascertain the convergence towards certain equilibria, which
in our context would typically be Nash or perturbed equilibria
of the stationary population game of a PDM. Hence, in comparison with incremental passivity and differential passivity,
δ-passivity is more adequate for the stability analysis provided
in this article.
In some cases, equilibrium-independent passivity could alternatively be applied to an EDM (4) by considering, as we do
with δ-passivity, that w(t) and x(t) are the input and output,
respectively. Notably, the work in [57] used equilibriumindependent passivity to investigate, for certain higher-order
learning rules, the convergence of either the mixed strategies
for a finite population, or the mean population state for an
infinite population, towards the perturbed equilibrium of a
negative-monotone payoff.
According the definition in [56], equilibrium-independent
passivity would hold in our context if for each w∗ in Rn ,
there would be a continuously differentiable function Sw∗ :
X × Rn → R+ for which the following condition is satisfied:
Sw∗ (x(t), w(t)) − Sw∗ (x(t0 ), w(t0 )) ≤
Z t
T
(x(τ ) − x∗ ) (w(τ ) − w∗ ) dτ,
t0

t ≥ t0 , t, t0 ∈ T, x(t0 ) ∈ X, w ∈ P

(24)

where x∗ would be a mean population state satisfying
V(x∗ , w∗ ) = 0. Furthermore, the definition of equilibriumindependent passivity in [56] would require that, for every
w∗ in Rn , there is a continuously differentiable Sw∗ satisfying
(24) for which x∗ is the unique state satisfying V(x∗ , w∗ ) = 0.
Unfortunately, as can be inferred by analyzing Examples 1
and 2 in §VII-A and §VII-B describing the so called EPT and

BNN EDM, respectively, this uniqueness requirement is not
satisfied by important EDM classes, which further justifies our
adoption of δ-passivity to develop the approach reported in this
article. These examples will also not satisfy the assumptions
of the modified version of equilibrium-independent passivity
discussed in [30]. In particular, in these examples, if the
pair (x∗ , w∗ ) satisfies V(x∗ , w∗ ) = 0 then so will the pair
(x∗ , χw∗ ) for any positive scalar χ, which violates a key
uniqueness requirement of [30, §3.1].
It is also interesting to note that when a memoryless PDM
is specified by a contractive game then not only it will be
δ-antipassive, as guaranteed by Proposition 2, but it will
also satisfy the antisymmetric of the condition required for
incremental passivity.
VII. NASH S TATIONARITY AND C ONVERGENCE TO NE(F̄)
We start by defining a key property called Nash Stationarity,
which will allow us to associate equilibria of an EDM with
the set of best responses to a deterministic payoff vector.
Definition 16. (Nash Stationarity) A given EDM specified by
V : X × Rn → Rn satisfies Nash stationarity if the following
equivalence holds:
V(z, r) = 0 ⇔ z ∈ arg max z̄ T r,
z̄∈X

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(25)

In the framework of [24], Nash stationarity of the mean
dynamics is crucial to establishing that the mean population
state converges to the set of Nash equilibria of an underlying
contractive population game. Not surprisingly, it will also be
essential in our analysis, as is evidenced by the following
lemma. Fortunately, as we discuss in Remarks 5 and 7, the
EDM classes considered throughout this section satisfy Nash
stationarity.
Lemma 2. Consider that a mean closed loop model is formed
by a given PDM and an EDM that is Nash stationary, δpassive, and has an informative δ-storage function S. If the
PDM is weak δ-antipassive then NE(F̄) is globally attractive.
If the PDM is δ-antipassive then NE(F̄) is globally asymptotically stable.
A proof of Lemma 2 is given in Appendix A. Notice
that Lemma 2 is restricted to the case in which the EDM
is δ-passive and the PDM is either weak δ-antipassive or δantipassive. This stands in contrast with Case II of Lemma 1,
which allows a PDM to be weak δ-antipassive with positive
deficit ν ∗ at the expense of restricting the EDM to be δ-passive
with surplus η ∗ > ν ∗ . This level of generality is not viable for
the EPT and IPC EDM defined below because, as we show in
[38, Corollary IV.3], they are not strictly output δ-passive.
A. Integrable Excess Payoff Target (EPT) EDM
We start by defining Excess Payoff Target (EPT) EDM by
specifying the properties that the associated protocol must
satisfy.
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Definition 17. (Excess Payoff Target (EPT) EDM)
A given protocol T yields an EPT EDM if it can be written
as:
Tij (r, z)
r̂i

= TjEPT (r̂)
def

= ri −

1
m

Pn

i=1 ri zi

,

r ∈ Rn , z ∈ X (26)

where T EPT : Rn∗ → Rn+ is a Lipschitz continuous map, r̂ is
the vector of excess payoff relative to the population average
and Rn∗ = Rn − int(Rn− ) is the set of possible excess payoff
vectors. In addition, T EPT must satisfy the following acuteness
condition:
r̂T T EPT (r̂) > 0, r̂ ∈ int(Rn∗ )
(27)
A comprehensive analysis and motivation for this protocol
class is provided in [58].
Remark 5. (EPT EDM is Nash Stationary)
In order to simplify the structure of our article, and given that
there is no significant disadvantage in doing so, we adopt
the convention that every EPT EDM satisfies acuteness (27).
A trivial adaptation to our formulation of [2, Theorem 5.5.2
and Exercise 5.5.7] for excess payoff target dynamics shows
that our acuteness assumption guarantees that every EPT
EDM is Nash stationary, which is crucial for the results in
this section.
Definition 18. (Integrable EPT EDM) A given EPT protocol
T EPT : Rn∗ → Rn+ is integrable if there is a continuously
differentiable function I EPT : Rn → R such that the following
holds:
T EPT (r̂) = ∇I EPT (r̂), r̂ ∈ Rn∗
(28)
We refer to I

EPT

as the revision potential of T

EPT

.

proving Theorem 1, and consequently Corollary 2, at the
level of generality we have here.
The following specifies an important subclass of integrable
EPT EDM for which a δ-storage function can be readily
constructed.
Definition 19. (Separable EPT EDM) A given EPT EDM is
separable if its protocol T EPT can be written as:
TjEPT (r̂) = TjSEPT (r̂j ),

r̂ ∈ Rn∗ , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

(31)

where TjSEPT : R → R+ is a Lipschitz continuous map for
each j in {1, . . . , n}.
The following corollary follows from Proposition 3 and the
fact that a separable EPT protocol is also integrable.
Corollary 1. If a given EPT EDM is separable with protocol
T SEPT then it is δ-passive and S SEPT given below is an
informative δ-storage function:
n Z r̂i
X
SEPT
S
(z, r) =
TiSEPT (τ ) dτ, z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn (32)
i=1

0

The following is a widely used example of EPT protocol,
which was originally introduced in [59] to prove key properties
of two-player zero-sum games.
Example 1. (BNN EDM) The Brown-von Neumann-Nash
(BNN) EDM, as named in [20], is specified by the following
separable EPT protocol6 :
def

TjBNN (r̂) = [r̂j ]+ ,

r̂ ∈ Rn∗

(33)

The following is the associated δ-storage function, which is
informative:
n

We can now proceed with establishing that any given
EPT EDM with integrable protocol is δ-passive and has an
informative δ-storage function. This key step will allow us
to use Lemma 2 to ascertain in Theorem 1 that the mean
population state of a mean closed loop model converges
globally to NE(F̄).
Proposition 3. If a given EPT EDM is integrable with revision
potential I EPT then it is δ-passive and there is a constant γ for
which S EPT given below is an informative δ-storage function:
S EPT (z, r) = I EPT (r̂) − γ,

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

z̄∈X

1X 2
[r̂i ] ,
2 i=1 +

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(34)

When agents follow the BNN protocol they are likely to
switch to strategies whose payoff is higher than the average
payoff for the population. The higher the excess payoff for a
given strategy, relative to the average, the more likely an agent
will select it.
We can now state our main theorem establishing an important convergence theorem for integrable EPT EDM.

(29)

In addition, the following equivalence holds:
S EPT (z, r) = 0 ⇔ z ∈ arg max z̄ T r,

S BNN (z, r) =

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn (30)

A proof of Proposition 3 is given in Appendix B. Notice
that Proposition 3 extends [28, Theorem 4.4] in two ways.
• Unlike Proposition 3, each δ-storage function in [28,
Theorem 4.4] is constructed for a given upper-bound
on krk, which must be known a priori (see also [28,
Eq. (62)]). For each integrable EPT EDM, our construction provides a unique δ-storage function without any
such assumptions.
• More importantly, Proposition 3 guarantees that a constant γ exists for which (30) holds. This is a key fact in

Theorem 1. Consider a mean closed loop model formed by
an integrable EPT EDM and a PDM. If the PDM is weak δantipassive then NE(F̄) is globally attractive. If the PDM is
δ-antipassive then NE(F̄) is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 3,
Lemma 2, and Remark 5.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 2 and Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. Consider that a memoryless PDM is specified
by a given continuously differentiable contractive population
6 See

also [2, Examples 5.5.1 and Exercise 5.5.1].
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game F. Let a mean closed loop model be formed by an
integrable EPT EDM and the memoryless PDM. The set
NE(F) is globally asymptotically stable.
Remark 6. (Corollary 2 extends [24, Theorem 5.1]) Notice
that, in what regards the trajectory of the mean population
state, when the PDM is memoryless the mean closed loop
model is equivalent to the formulation in [24, Eq. (E) of
§ 4.3]. Consequently, Corollary 2 extends [24, Theorem 5.1]
because the latter guarantees global asymptotic stability only
when the protocol is separable or F has a unique Nash
equilibrium. Our more general result is possible, in part,
because Proposition 3 asserts the important fact that a δstorage function satisfying (30) exists for any integrable EPT
protocol.
B. Impartial Pairwise Comparison (IPC) EDM: Convergence
Properties
We now proceed with defining and characterizing global
convergence properties for impartial pairwise comparison (IPC) EDM, whose designation was proposed in [11] for
a more general context.
Definition 20. (Impartial Pairwise Comparison (IPC)
EDM) A given protocol T yields an impartial pairwise
comparison (IPC) EDM if it can be written as:
Tij (r, z) = TjIPC (rj − ri ),

r ∈ Rn , z ∈ X

(35)

where T IPC : Rn → Rn+ is a Lipschitz continuous map, which
also satisfies the following sign preservation condition:
(
TjIPC (rj − ri ) > 0, if rj > ri
, r ∈ Rn
(36)
TjIPC (rj − ri ) = 0, if rj ≤ ri
According to an IPC protocol, an agent is likely to switch
to strategies offering a higher payoff. Typically, the likelihood
of switching to a given strategy increases with its payoff.
Remark 7. (IPC EDM is Nash Stationary) It follows from
a trivial modification of [2, Theorem 5.6.2] that the IPC EDM
also satisfies Nash stationarity.

Example 2. (Smith EDM) The Smith EDM is specified by
the following Smith IPC protocol7 :
def

TjSmith (rj − ri ) = [rj − ri ]+ ,

Proposition
4. Let a Lipschitz continuous map
T IPC : Rn → Rn+ specify the protocol of an IPC EDM.
The IPC EDM is δ-passive and the map S IPC : X × Rn → R+
defined below is an informative δ-storage function:
S

IPC

def

(z, r) =

n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

Z
zi

rj −ri

TjIPC (τ ) dτ,

0

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(37)

A simple example is the so-called Smith EDM defined
below, which was originally proposed in [40] to investigate
a traffic assignment problem.

(38)

The following is the associated δ-storage function, which is
informative:
def

S Smith (z, r) =

n X
n
X

zi [rj − ri ]2+

(39)

i=1 j=1

We can finally make use of Lemma 2 to state our main
stability theorem for IPC EDM.
Theorem 2. Consider a mean closed loop model formed by
an IPC EDM and a PDM. If the PDM is weak δ-antipassive
then NE(F̄) is globally attractive. If the PDM is δ-antipassive
then NE(F̄) is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 4,
Lemma 2, and Remark 7.
VIII. P ERTURBED B EST R ESPONSE (PBR) EDM:
C ONVERGENCE TO PE(F̄, Q)
In this section, we consider a class of protocols according
to which the mean population state is steered towards its
best response to a perturbed payoff. The perturbation models
imperfections in the perception of the payoff by the agents.
In a prescriptive scenario or engineering application, the
perturbation could account for sensor noise or limitations
of the network disseminating payoff and population state
information.
Definition 21. (Payoff Perturbation) Let Q : int(X) → R be
a given map. We deem Q an admissible payoff perturbation
if it is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies the
following conditions:
z̃ T ∇2 Q(z)z̃ > 0,

z ∈ X, z̃ ∈ TX − {0}

lim k∇Q(z)k = ∞,

zmin →0

The following proposition shows that the method to construct the Lyapunov function in [24, Theorem 7.1] can be
adapted to obtain an informative δ-storage function for an IPC
EDM.

r ∈ Rn

def

where zmin = min zi
1≤i≤n

(40)
(41)

The subset of X for which zmin is zero is often referred to as
boundary of X and is denoted as bd(X). For every admissible
perturbation Q, below we also define the associated perturbed
maximizer:

def
MQ (r) = arg max z T r − Q(z)
(42)
z∈int(X)

The so-called choice function
1
C Q (r) = m
MQ (r) for r in Rn .

can

be

computed

as

§ 6.2 of [2] includes a comprehensive discussion of the
properties of MQ . Notably, it explains why, for each r in
Rn , MQ (r) takes a single value in int(X), in contrast with
best response maps that are in general set valued, and it also
discusses analogs of most of the notions we will define below.
The seminal article [60] offers a well-documented justification
7 See

also [2, Example 5.6.1 and Exercise 5.6.1].
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for the model adopted here and [61] provides an important
discrete choice theorem relating Q with the distribution of
the additive noise that characterizes a probabilistic formulation
of C Q .
Convention: We should note that in most published work,
the domain of the payoff perturbation is a normalized version
1
z|z ∈ X}. However, we find that, in
of X denoted by ∆ = { m
our context, stating the definitions and results consistently in
terms of X simplifies our notation.
The following is the general form of the PBR EDM, which
was originally proposed in an slightly different but equivalent
form in [62].
Definition 22. (Perturbed best response (PBR) EDM)
Consider that an admissible payoff perturbation Q is given.
A given protocol T yields a perturbed best response (PBR)
EDM associated with Q if it can be written as:
Tij (r, z) =

CjQ (r),

n

r∈R , z∈X

(43)

The following expression is determined according to (6):
Ṽ Q (z, r) = MQ (r) − z,

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(44)

A. Perturbed Stationarity for PBR EDM
Unlike the EPT EDM and IPC EDM described in § VII,
the PBR EDM does not satisfy Nash stationarity. However, as
pointed out in [2, Observation 6.2.7], it does satisfy Perturbed
Stationarity as defined below.
Definition 23. (Perturbed Equilibrium Set and Virtual
Payoff)
Given a PDM with continuously differentiable F̄ and an
admissible payoff perturbation Q, the associated perturbed
equilibrium is defined as:
def

PE(F̄, Q) =



z∈X

z = MQ F̄(z)



(45)

An immediate adaptation of [2, Theorem 6.2.8] to our
context leads to the conclusion that the perturbed equilibrium
can also be specified as the Nash equilibrium of the so-called
virtual payoff F̃ Q : int(X) → Rn defined as:
def

F̃ Q (z) = F̄(z) − ∇Q(z),

The following proposition establishes δ-passivity properties
for a given PBR EDM, which will allow us to use Lemma 1
to assert in Theorem 3 sufficient conditions under which
PE(F̄, Q) is globally attractive and globally asymptotically
stable.
Proposition 5. Consider that an admissible payoff perturbation Q is given, for which we define the following candidate
δ-storage function:


def
S PBR (z, r) = max z̄ T r − Q(z̄) − z T r − Q(z) ,
z̄∈int(X)

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(49)

∗

Let η be the infimum of all nonnegative constants η for which
the following holds:
z̃ T ∇2 Q(z)z̃ ≥ ηz̃ T z̃,

z ∈ int(X), z̃ ∈ TX

(50)

One of the two cases holds:
∗
• (Case I) If η ≥ 0 then the PBR EDM is δ-passive and
PBR
S
is an informative δ-storage function.
∗
• (Case II) If η > 0 then the PBR EDM is δ-passive with
∗
surplus η and S PBR is an informative δ-storage function.
A proof of Proposition 5 is given in Appendix B. Notice
that [60, Theorem 3.1] uses a Lyapunov function that is
analogous to S PBR to establish convergence results in the
framework of contractive population games.
Example 3. (Logit EDM) The Logit EDM is specified by the
following protocol8 :
def
CiQ (r) =

eη
Pn

−1

j=1

ri

eη

−1 r

j

,

r ∈ Rn

(51)

where η is a positive constant. The following is the associated
δ-storage function, which is informative:


S Logit (z, r) = max z̄ T r − Q(z̄) − z T r − Q(z) ,
z̄∈int(X)

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(52)

where
Pn the payoff perturbation Q is given by Q(z) =
η i=1 zi ln zi .
C. Global Convergence to Perturbed Equilibria for PBR EDM

z ∈ int(X)

(46)

In summary, we can state the following:
NE(F̃ Q ) = PE(F̄, Q)

(47)

Remark 8. (Perturbed Stationarity) It is an immediate
consequence of (44) that the PBR EDM satisfies the following
equivalence also referred to as perturbed stationarity:
Ṽ Q (z, r) = 0 ⇔ z = MQ (r),

B. δ-passivity Characterization for PBR EDM

z ∈ X, r ∈ Rn

(48)

In addition, it follows from [60, Theorem 3.1] that if F̄ is
continuously differentiable and contractive then PE(F̄, Q) is
a singleton.

At this point, we have defined all the key concepts and
presented the preliminary results required to state our main
theorem establishing the conditions under which we can
guarantee global convergence to PE(F̄, Q).
Theorem 3. Consider a mean closed loop model formed by
a δ-passive PBR EDM characterized by an admissible payoff
perturbation Q and a PDM with a continuously differentiable
F̄. One of the following two cases holds:
• (Case I) If the PDM is weak δ-antipassive then PE(F̄, Q)
is globally attractive. If the PDM is δ-antipassive then
PE(F̄, Q) is globally asymptotically stable.
8 See

also [60].
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•

(Case II) If the PDM is weak δ-antipassive with positive
deficit ν ∗ and the PBR EDM is δ-passive with surplus
η ∗ > ν ∗ then PE(F̄, Q) is globally attractive. If the
PDM is δ-antipassive with positive deficit ν ∗ and the PBR
EDM is δ-passive with surplus η ∗ > ν ∗ then PE(F̄, Q)
is globally asymptotically stable.

A proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix B.
IX. S MOOTHING -A NTICIPATORY PDM: D EFINITION AND
δ- ANTIPASSIVITY PROPERTIES
In this section, we study the class of so-called smoothinganticipatory PDM, which extends both the anticipatory and
smoothing modified payoff dynamics, which were considered
in [28], [63]–[65] to account for learning dynamics.
We start with defining the smoothing-anticipatory PDM
class in a way that is consistent with our formulation. Subsequently, in § IX-A and § IX-B, we establish sufficient
conditions under which a smoothing-anticipatory PDM is δantipassive for the case when the stationary population game
is potential.
Definition 24. (Smoothing-Anticipatory PDM) Consider
that F : X → Rn is a given continuously differentiable map
defining a population game. Given a positive constant α and
non-negative parameters µ0 , µ1 , and µ2 satisfying µ0 + µ1 =
1, the associated smoothing-anticipatory PDM is defined as
follows:



q̇(t) =α F u(t) − q(t)
(53a)

p(t) =µ0 F u(t) + µ1 q(t) + µ2 q̇(t)
(53b)
for t ≥ 0, q(0) ∈ Rn , and u ∈ X.
In order to show that (53b) complies with (1), it suffices to
notice that we can substitute the expression (53a) for q̇(t) to
get the following alternative formula for p(t):

p(t) = (µ0 + αµ2 )F u(t) + (µ1 − αµ2 )q(t)
Remark 9. The following are parameter choices leading to
existing PDM types:
• When µ0 = 1 and µ1 = µ2 = 0 the PDM is memoryless.
• When µ0 = 1, µ1 = 0, and µ2 > 0 we obtain an
anticipatory PDM, as considered in [28], [63]–[65].
• The smoothing PDM considered in [28] is obtained when
µ0 = 0, µ1 = 1, and µ2 = 0.
The following proposition guarantees that any smoothinganticipatory PDM satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2.
Proposition 6. Let F : X → Rn be a given continuously
differentiable map defining a population game. Given positive
α and non-negative µ0 , µ1 , and µ2 satisfying µ0 + µ1 = 1,
the associated smoothing-anticipatory PDM satisfies Assumption 1 (boundedness). It also satisfies Assumption 2, and the
stationary population game is F̄ = F.
Proof. We start by writing the explicit solution of (53) for a
given input u in X and q(0) in Rn :
Z t

q(t) = α
e−α(t−τ ) F u(τ ) dτ + e−αt q(0), t ≥ 0 (54)
0

Since F is continuous, we conclude from (54) that the
following inequality holds and the right-hand side is finite:
kqk ≤ max kF(z)k + kq(0)k,
z∈X

(55)

which implies that the PDM is bounded in the sense of
Assumption 1. In order to prove that F̄ = F, we use a
Lyapunov-like argument based on the following function:
T

1
L(z, s) =
F(z)−s
F(z)−s , z ∈ X, s ∈ Rn (56)
2α
Now, we can use this to calculate the following derivative:
d
L(u(t), q(t)) = −2αL(u(t), q(t))
dt
T


1
+
F u(t) − q(t) DF u(t) u̇(t) (57)
α
Since F is continuously differentiable, kuk ≤ m, and,
as we proved above, q is bounded, we conclude that
when u̇(t) tends to zero the second term on the right-hand
side above vanishes, which implies that the following limit
holds:

lim kq(t) − F u(t) k = 0
(58)
t→∞

As a result, from (53a) we infer that q̇ tends to zero and
from (53b) we conclude that limt→∞ kp(t) − µ0 F u(t) −
µ1 q(t)k = 0. Finally, using this fact, that µ0 + µ1 = 1, and
(58) we infer that limt→∞ kp(t) − F u(t) k = 0.
Also, we note that the set {(z, s) ∈ X × Rn | H(z, s) =
F(z)} is equivalent to either a compact subset {(z, s) ∈
X × Rn | s = F(z)} if µ1 6= αµ2 , or the entire set X × Rn
otherwise. This means that Assumption 2 is satisfied and the
stationary population game is well-defined and is given by
F̄ = F.
A. Smoothing-Anticipatory PDM when F is Potential Affine
Notice that δ-antipassivity for the classes of anticipatory and
smoothing PDM was studied separately in [28] for the case
when F is affine, potential, and strictly contractive. Below, in
Proposition 7, we determine sufficient conditions for weak δantipassivity for smoothing-anticipatory PDM associated with
affine potential F that is not required to be strictly contractive.
Definition 25. (Projection matrix Φ) Henceforth, we will use
a projection matrix Φ in Rn×n defined as follows:
(
n−1
if i = j
n
Φij =
(59)
1
− n otherwise
Definition 26. Given a real symmetric matrix M , the largest
eigenvalue of M is represented as λ̄(M ).
Proposition 7. Let F be an affine population game specified
as follows:
F(z) = F z + r̄, z ∈ X
(60)
where F ∈ Rn×n is such that ΦF Φ is symmetric9 , and r̄ is
a constant vector in Rn . Consider that F, a given positive α,
9 This implies that F is a potential population game. See [2] for more
details.
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and non-negative µ0 , µ1 , and µ2 satisfying µ0 +µ1 = 1 define
a smoothing-anticipatory PDM. Let λ∗ be selected as:

e1

λ∗ = λ̄ ΦF Φ)
The PDM satisfies the following:
i) If λ∗ = 0 then the PDM is weak δ-antipassive.
ii) If λ∗ > 0 and µ0 + αµ2 ≤ 1 then the PDM is weak
δ-antipassive with deficit λ∗ .
iii) If λ∗ > 0 and µ0 + αµ2 > 1 then the PDM is weak
δ-antipassive with deficit (µ0 + αµ2 )λ∗ .
A proof of Proposition 7 is given in Appendix C.

e2

e3

Fig. 2. Mean population state trajectories induced by the BNN EDM under
a memoryless PDM defined by the coordination population game (63).

Proposition 8. If, in addition to the conditions of Proposition 7, a PDM is specified by a symmetric and negative definite
F then it is δ-antipassive.

e1

Proof. The proof mirrors that of [28, Theorem 4.5, Theorem 4.7] by showing that L given below is a δ-antistorage
function satisfying (19).
L(z, s) = −(F z + r̄ − s)T F −1 (F z + r̄ − s),

z ∈ X, s ∈ Rn
(61)
e2

B. Smoothing PDM when F is Potential Nonlinear
In the following proposition, we establish δ-antipassivity of
smoothing PDM (see Remark 9). We note that unlike the case
considered in Proposition 7, we allow an associated population
game F to be nonlinear.
Proposition 9. Let F : X → Rn admit a strictly concave
potential function f : Rn → R for which ∇f = F holds
on X. Suppose that f is twice continuously differentiable
and Im(F) ⊂ int(D∗ ) holds, where Im(F) and D∗ are,
respectively, defined as
Im(F) = {F(z) | z ∈ X}


n
∗
T
D = s∈R
sup (f (y) − s y) < ∞
y∈Rn

Consider that F and a given positive α define a smoothing
PDM for which q(0) ∈ int(D∗ ) holds. The PDM is δantipassive and its δ-antistorage function is given by


T
T
L(z, s) = α sup (f (y) − s y) − (f (z) − s z)
(62)
y∈Rn

A proof of Proposition 9 is given in Appendix C.
Remark 10. In Proposition 9, we assume that the initial
condition of the smoothing PDM satisfies q(0) ∈ int(D∗ ). In
fact, based on Lemma 5, it can be verified that given any
q(0) ∈ Rn and u ∈ X, q(t) of the PDM converges to a
compact convex subset of int(D∗ ) containing Im(F). This
implies that the state trajectory q enters the set int(D∗ ) in
a finite time.

e3

Fig. 3. Mean population state trajectories induced by the Logit EDM under
a memoryless PDM defined by the coordination population game (63).

C. Examples
We provide examples, with numerical simulations, to
demonstrate how our main results can be used to assess
converge to equilibria of the mean closed loop model when the
deterministic payoff is governed by a conventional population
game (memoryless PDM) or a smoothing-anticipatory PDM.
Example 4 (Coordination Population Game). Consider the
payoff map given below for a coordination population game:

 
1 0 0
z1
F(z) = 0 1 0 z2 
(63)
0 0 1
z3
A memoryless PDM defined by (63) is δ-antipassive with
strictly positive deficit ν ∗ = 1 but is not δ-antipassive. In
what follows, based on Theorem 1, Theorem 3, and numerical
simulations, we examine stability of equilibrium points of (63)
in a mean closed loop model configuration formed by the PDM
together with either the BNN EDM (see Example 1) or Logit
EDM (see Example 3).
Note that the payoff
 map (63) has multiple Nash equilibria
including 13 , 13 , 13 , and under the perturbation Q(z) =
P3
1.1 i=1 zi ln zi , it has a unique perturbed equilibrium given
by 13 , 31 , 13 . It can be inferred from our results in § VII that
the BNN EDM is not strictly output δ-passive, which yields
that the mean closed loop model formed by the PDM and the
BNN EDM violates the conditions of Theorem 1. In contrast,
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Consider a mean closed loop model formed by the anticipatory PDM defined by (64) and the BNN EDM, where we
select a parameter choice α = 1, µ2 = 0.1 for the PDM. Note
that (64) does not satisfy the symmetry requirement and this
violates the conditions of Proposition 7. The plots in Fig. 4
illustrate the resulting mean population state trajectories.
Notice that the trajectories do not converge to the Nash
equilibrium of (64).

e1

e2

e3

Fig. 4. Mean population state trajectories induced by the BNN EDM under
an anticipatory PDM defined by the RPS population game (64).

e1

Example 6 (Congestion Population Game). Consider the
payoff map given below for a congestion population game:
 −z 
e 1
F(z) = e−z2 
(65)
e−z3
where the concave potential of F is given by
f (z) =

3
X
(1 − e−zi )

(66)

i=1

e2

e3

Fig. 5. Mean population state trajectories induced by the BNN EDM under
a smoothing PDM defined by the congestion population game (65).

the mean closed loop model formed by the PDM and the Logit
EDM with η = 1.1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.
Figs. 2 and 3 compare the mean population state trajectories obtained from both configurations. Notice that under the
first configuration the set of Nash equilibria is not asymptotically stable since any state trajectory starting from the
neighborhood of the equilibrium 13 , 13 , 31 does not converge
to the equilibrium, unless the trajectory starts from it. On the
other hand, under the second configuration the perturbed equilibrium is asymptotically stable. The numerical simulations
illustrate that instability of the equilibria of (63) may occur
when our sufficient conditions for stability are violated.
Example 5 (Rock-Paper-Scissors Population Game). Consider
the payoff map given below for a Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS)
population game:

 
0 −1 1
z1
0 −1 z2 
F(z) =  1
(64)
−1 1
0
z3
where the population
 game has a unique Nash equilibrium
given by 13 , 31 , 13 . Recall that unlike the δ-antipassivity
conditions for memoryless PDM, those for the anticipatory
PDM (see Remark 9) require its stationary population game
to be symmetric as stated in Proposition 7. In what follows,
using numerical simulations, we demonstrate that violating
the symmetry requirement may result in instability of the
equilibrium of (64).

The payoff
 map has a unique Nash equilibrium given by
1 1 1
,
,
3 3 3 . Different from the previous examples, (65) is a
nonlinear payoff map.
Consider the smoothing PDM defined by (65) with a parameter choice α = 1. We note that the domain D∗ of the
Legendre conjugate of f is given by D∗ = R3+ , which ensures
that the condition Im(F) ⊂ int(D∗ ) stated in Proposition 9
holds. Fig. 5 illustrates the mean population state trajectories
obtained from the mean closed loop model of the PDM and
the BNN EDM. Notice that the trajectories converge to the
Nash equilibrium of (65).
A PPENDIX
The following three lemmas are key to the proofs of the
main results.
Lemma 3. Given an EDM (4) specified by V, consider the
following two relations: For every z and r in X and Rn ,
respectively,
∇r S(z, r)
T
∇z S(z, r)V(z, r)

= V(z, r)
T

≤ −ηV (z, r)V(z, r)

(67a)
(67b)

where η and S : X×Rn → R+ are a nonnegative constant and
a map, respectively. The following two statements are true:
1) The EDM is δ-passive if and only if there is a continuously differentiable S satisfying (67) with η = 0.
2) For positive η, the EDM is qualified as δ-passive with
surplus η if and only if there is continuously differentiable
S satisfying (67).
Proof: As described in § VI, the EDM (4) can be viewed
as a control-affine nonlinear system (17) with the input wδ (t),
state (x(t), w(t)), and output xδ (t). Using the passivity characterization theorem (see, for instance, [55, Theorem 1]) for
control-affine systems, we can see that there is a continuously
differentiable S satisfying (67) with η ≥ 0 if and only if S
satisfies the inequality (16) with the same η. The statements
1) and 2) immediately follow from this equivalence.
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Lemma 4. Given a δ-passive EDM (4) with its δ-storage
function S, let S = {(z, r) ∈ X × Rn | V(z, r) = 0} be
the stationary points of the EDM and S −1 (0) = {(z, r) ∈
X × Rn | S(z, r) = 0} be global minima of S. It holds that
S −1 (0) ⊆ S and the equality holds if the EDM satisfies Nash
stationarity, where we assume that the set S −1 (0) is nonempty.
Proof: The first part of the statement directly follows from
the condition (67a) and the fact that at a global minimizer
(z ∗ , r∗ ) of S, it holds that ∇r S(z ∗ , r∗ ) = 0.
Now suppose that the EDM satisfies Nash stationarity. To
prove the second statement, it is sufficient to show that at each
equilibrium point (zo , ro ) of (4), it holds that S(zo , ro ) = 0.
To this end, let us consider the payoff map given by Fzo (z) =
−(z − zo ) for a fixed zo in X. Notice that zo is the unique
Nash equilibrium of the population game. In what follows, we
show that S(zo , ro ) = 0 holds for any choice of (zo , ro ) in S.
Let (z ∗ , r∗ ) be a global minimizer of S, i.e., S (z ∗ , r∗ ) = 0.
By the first part of the statement, (25), and (67a), we have that
V(z ∗ , σr∗ ) = 0 for all σ in R+ , and hence it holds that
Z 1
T
∗
∗ ∗
S(z , 0) = S(z , r ) −
(r∗ ) V(z ∗ , σr∗ ) dσ = 0
0

By the continuity of S, for each  > 0, there exists δ > 0 for
which S (z ∗ , δFzo (z ∗ )) <  holds.
Given input w(t) = δFzo (x(t)), let x be the mean population state trajectory derived by the EDM. Since the EDM is
δ-passive, according to (67), the following relation holds for
every positive constant δ:
d
S(x(t), δFzo (x(t)))
dt
≤ δV T (x(t), δFzo (x(t)))DF z0 (x(t))V(x(t), δFzo (x(t)))
= −δ kV (x(t), δFzo (x(t)))k

2

(68)

Suppose that the mean population state x(t) satisfies the initial
condition x(0) = z ∗ . By an application of LaSalle’s theorem
[19] and by (25), we can verify that (x(t), δFzo (x(t))) converges to (zo , 0) as t → ∞. In addition, due to (68), we have
that
S (zo , 0) ≤ S (z ∗ , δFz0 (z ∗ )) < 
Since this holds for every  > 0, we conclude that S(zo , 0) =
0. By the fact that V(zo , σro ) = 0 for all σ in R+ if (zo , ro )
belongs to S, we can see that the following equality holds for
every ro for which (zo , ro ) belongs to S:
Z 1
S(zo , ro ) = S(zo , 0) +
roT V(zo , σro ) dσ = 0
(69)
0

Since we made an arbitrary choice of zo from X in constructing the payoff map Fzo , we conclude that (69) holds for
every (zo , ro ) in S. This proves the lemma.

of Rn . The set F is positively invariant and it holds that
limt→∞ (inf s∈F kq(t) − sk) = 0 for any q(0) ∈ Rn .
Proof: We first proceed with the case where q(0) is
contained in F and show that F is a positively invariant set
of (70). By contradiction, suppose that there is time indices
t0 , t1 for which q(t0 ) ∈ F and q(t) ∈
/ F for all t ∈ (t0 , t1 ].
Let us define a piecewise constant function by


k−1
def
(t1 − t0 )
vK (t) = v t0 +
K

k
if t ∈ t0 + k−1
K (t1 − t0 ), t0 + K (t1 − t0 ) for each k in
{1, · · · , K}. Using the function vK (t), we define the following:
qK (t1 ) = e−α(t1 −t0 ) b0
K Z t0 + k (t1 −t0 )
X
K
+α
e−α(t1 −τ ) dτ bk
k=1


where b0 = q(t0 ) ∈ F and bk = v t0 + k−1
K (t1 − t0 ) ∈
F for k in {1, · · · , K}. Note that since qK (t1 ) is a convex
combination of {bk }K
k=0 , it holds that qK (t1 ) ∈ F. Using the
fact that limK→∞ kqK (t1 ) − q(t1 )k = 0, we have that q(t1 ) ∈
F, which contradicts the hypothesis that q(t) ∈
/ F for all t ∈
(t0 , t1 ].
Now consider that q(0) is not necessarily contained in F.
By explicitly writing a solution to (70), we can derive the
following expression:
Z t
q(t) = e−αt q(0) + α
e−α(t−τ ) v(τ ) dτ
0

= q̄(t) + e−αt (q(0) − q̄(0))
(72)
Rt
where q̄(t) = e−αt q̄(0)+α 0 e−α(t−τ ) v(τ ) dτ with q̄(0) ∈ F.
Since the second term in (72) vanishes as t → ∞, based on
the positive invariance of F, we conclude that


lim inf kq(t) − sk ≤ lim kq(t) − q̄(t)k = 0
(73)
t→∞

s∈F

t→∞

A. Proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2
a) Proof of Lemma 1: Recall that under Case I, since the
δ-storage function S is informative, we have that
∇Tz S (z, r) V (z, r) = 0 =⇒ S (z, r) = 0

(70)

where α is a positive constant and v is a continuous
function that takes a value in a closed convex subset F

(74)

Also, using Lemma 3, we note that under Case II the following
relation is true:
∇Tz S (z, r) V (z, r) + ν ∗ V T (z, r) V (z, r)
≤ −(η ∗ − ν ∗ )V T (z, r) V (z, r) ≤ 0

Lemma 5. Consider a differential equation given by
q̇(t) = α (v(t) − q(t))

(71)

t0 + k−1
K (t1 −t0 )

(75)

Since S is informative, we have that
∇Tz S (z, r) V (z, r) + ν ∗ V T (x, p) V (z, r) = 0
=⇒ S (z, r) = 0

(76)
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Hence, under either Case I (ν ∗ = 0) or Case II (ν ∗ > 0),
according to (74) and (76), we can see that

where cl (Ij ) is the closure of Ij . Let tj ∈ cl (Ij ) be for which
the following holds:

∇Tz S (z, r) V (z, r) + ν ∗ V T (z, r) V (z, r) = 0

S(x(tj ), p(tj )) = max S(x(t), p(t))

=⇒ S (z, r) = 0

t∈cl(Ij )

(77)

In what follows, using (77), we prove the statement of the
def
lemma. We proceed with defining an open set given by O =
{t > 0 S(x(t), p(t)) > 2 } for a given state trajectory (x, p)
and any constant  > 0. According to (77) and Remark 1,
there exists δ1 > 0 for which the following holds for all t in
O :

By letting Ij = (aj , bj ), we can derive the following:
S(x(tj ), p(tj )) − S(x(aj ), p(aj ))
Z tj
d
=
S(x(τ ), p(τ )) dτ
dτ
aj
Z tj
(i)
ṗT (τ )V(x(τ ), p(τ )) dτ
≤

∇Tx S(x(t), p(t))V(x(t), p(t))

aj

+ ν ∗ V T (x(t), p(t))V(x(t), p(t)) ≤ −δ1

(ii)

(78)

Note that using (20), we can derive the following relations:
S(x(t), p(t)) − S(x(0), p(0)) − A(q(0), kẋk)
Z t
d
S(x(τ ), p(τ ))
≤
dτ
0

T
∗ T
− ṗ (τ )ẋ(τ ) + ν ẋ (τ )ẋ(τ ) dτ
Z th
=
∇Tx S(x(τ ), p(τ ))V(x(τ ), p(τ ))
0
i
+ ν ∗ V T (x(τ ), p(τ ))V(x(τ ), p(τ )) dτ

(79)

where we use the fact that ∇r S(z, r) = V(z, r) (see
Lemma 3). Since S is a non-negative function, we can infer
that (79) is lower-bounded by −S(x(0), p(0)) − A(q(0), kẋk)
for t ≥ 0. In conjunction with (78), this yields that
− S(x(0), p(0)) − A(q(0), kẋk)
Z ∞h
≤
∇Tx S(x(τ ), p(τ ))V(x(τ ), p(τ ))

≤ δ2 L (Ij )

The inequality (i) can be derived using the facts that
∇Tx S(x(t), p(t))V(x(t), p(t)) ≤ 0 and ∇p S(x(t), p(t)) =
V(x(t), p(t)) (see Lemma 3). To see that (ii) holds, recall
that p and ṗ are both bounded (see Remark 1), and hence
by the Lipschitz continuity of V (see Definition 7), there is
δ2 > 0 for which ṗT (τ )V(x(τ ), p(τ )) ≤ δ2 holds for τ ≥ 0.
This immediately yields (ii).
Since S(x(aj ), p(aj )) ≤ 2 for every j in J and
limj→∞ L (Ij ) = 0, from (81), we can see that
S(x(tj ), p(tj )) <  for sufficiently large j in J. This contradicts the hypothesis that S(x(tj ), p(tj )) ≥  holds for all
j in J. Hence, we can infer that, for each  > 0, there exists
T > 0 for which S(x(t), p(t)) < , ∀t ≥ T from which we
conclude that limt→∞ S(x(t), p(t)) = 0.

b) Proof of Lemma 2: Since the EDM is Nash stationary
and has an informative δ-storage function S, according to
Lemma 4, the following relations hold:
S(z, r) = 0 ⇐⇒ V(z, r) = 0

0

⇐⇒ z ∈ arg max z̄ T r

i

+ ν ∗ V T (x(τ ), p(τ ))V(x(τ ), p(τ )) dτ
Z
≤

h

Using Lemma 1, we have that

∇Tx S(x(τ ), p(τ ))V(x(τ ), p(τ ))

lim S(x(t), p(t)) = 0

i
+ ν ∗ V T (x(τ ), p(τ ))V(x(τ ), p(τ )) dτ

t→∞

(80)

where L (O ) is the Lebesgue measure of O . Hence, we have
that L (O ) ≤ δ1−1 (S(x(0), p(0)) + A(q(0), kẋk)). Note that
since x ∈ X, L(O ) is bounded.
We can represent the open set OSas a union of disjoint
∞
∞
open intervals {Ii }i=1 , i.e., O = i=1 Ii . Notice that by
our construction of O , by letting Ii = (ai , bi ), we have
that S(x(ai ), p(ai )) ≤ 2 and S(x(t), p(t)) > 2 for all t
in Ii . Since O has finite Lebesgue measure, it holds that
limi→∞ L (Ii ) = 0.
In what follows, we show that for each  > 0, there exists
T > 0 for which S(x(t), p(t)) <  holds for all t ≥ T , and
we conclude that limt→∞ S(x(t), p(t)) = 0. By contradiction,
suppose that there exist a constant  > 0 and an infinite
∞
subsequence {Ij }j∈J of {Ii }i=1 for which the following holds:
For every j in J,
max S(x(t), p(t)) ≥ 
t∈cl(Ij )

(82)

z̄∈X

O

≤ −δ1 · L (O )

(81)

(83)

According to Remark 1, without loss of generality, we
may assume that there is a positive constant ρ for which
the deterministic payoff p(t) satisfies kp(t)k ≤ ρ, t ≥ 0,
and we define the set of stationary points of the EDM as
S = {(z, r) ∈ X × Rn | z ∈ arg maxz̄∈X z̄ T r and krk ≤ 2ρ}.
Note that S is a closed set, and hence it is compact.
By (82), (83), and Remark 1, it holds that


lim
inf [kx(t) − zk + kp(t) − rk] = 0
(84)
t→∞

(z,r)∈S

lim kẋ(t)k = 0

t→∞

(85)

and in conjunction with Assumption 2, we have that
lim kp(t) − F̄(x(t))k = 0

t→∞

(86)

Also note that in conjunction with (84)-(86), using the fact
that
(z, F̄(z)) ∈ S ⇐⇒ z ∈ NE(F̄)

(87)
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Let A be a subset of X × Rn defined by

A = (z, s) ∈ X × Rn S(z, H(s, z)) + L(z, s) = 0

we can derive the following inequality:




lim
inf kx(t) − zk + kF̄(x(t)) − rk
t→∞ (z,r)∈S


≤ lim
inf [kx(t) − zk + kp(t) − rk]
t→∞

Note that according to Assumption 2, the set A is a compct
subset or F × Rn , where the set F is given by

(z,r)∈S

+ lim kp(t) − F̄(x(t))k = 0
t→∞

(88)

To show global attractiveness of NE(F̄), in what follows,
we prove that (88) yields




lim
inf
kx(t) − zk + kF̄(x(t)) − F̄(z)k = 0
t→∞

(z,F̄ (z))∈S

(89)
and we conclude that
lim

kx(t) − zk

inf

t→∞ z∈NE(F̄ )

= lim

inf

t→∞ (z,F̄ (z))∈S

kx(t) − zk


≤ lim

t→∞




kx(t) − zk + kF̄(x(t)) − F̄(z)k = 0

inf
(z,F̄ (z))∈S

(90)
By contradiction, suppose that there is a sequence of
increasing time indices {tn }∞
n=1 for which the sequence
{x(tn )}∞
converges
and
it
holds
that
n=1




lim
inf kx(tn ) − zk + kF̄(x(tn )) − rk = 0 (91)
n→∞

(z,r)∈S

but

lim

n→∞

inf
(z,F̄ (z))∈S




kx(tn ) − zk + kF̄(x(tn )) − F̄(z)k > 0
(92)

Since S is compact, there is a converging sequence
∗ ∗
{(zn , rn )}∞
n=1 for which its limit point (z , r ) is contained
in S and it holds that
kx∗ − z ∗ k + kF̄(x∗ ) − r∗ k = 0

(93)

where x∗ is the limit of {x(tn )}∞
n=1 . Hence, we have that
(x∗ , F̄(x∗ )) ∈ S.
On the other hand, by a similar argument, from (92), we can
show that x∗ is not a Nash equilibrium. This is a contradiction
and proves that NE(F̄) is globally attractive.
In what follows, we prove Lyapunov stability of NE(F̄).
Recall that if the PDM is δ-antipassive, there is a continuously
differentiable map L : X × Rn → R+ for which the following
two relations are true:
L(z, s) = 0 ⇐⇒ H(s, z) = F̄(z)
(94)
d
L(x(t), q(t)) ≤ −ṗT (t)ẋ(t)
(95)
dt
In conjunction with (82) and Lemma 3, using (94) and (95),
we have that
S(z, H(s, z)) + L(z, s) = 0
⇐⇒ H(s, z) = F̄(z) and z ∈ NE(F̄)
d
[S(x(t), H(q(t), x(t))) + L(x(t), q(t))] ≤ 0
dt

(96)
(97)

F = {z ∈ X S(z, F̄(z)) = 0}
Let O be a given open set containing A. For the former
case, without loss of generality, suppose that O is bounded;
otherwise, we can select a bounded open set V containing A
and proceed with the intersection O ∩ V. Define a constant α
as α = min(z,s)∈bd(O)∩(X×Rn ) [S(z, H(s, z)) + L(z, s)].
With a constant β satisfying α
>
β
>
0,
we
consider
an
open
set
defined
by
O
=
β

(z, s) ∈ O ∩ (X × Rn ) S(z, H(s, z)) + L(z, s) < β . Note
d
[S(x(t), H(q(t), x(t))) + L(x(t), q(t))] ≤ 0,
that since dt
any trajectory starting from Oβ should remain in O;
otherwise, there should exist a time index t1 for which
S(x(t1 ), H(q(t1 ), x(t1 ))) + L(x(t1 ), q(t1 )) ≥ α > β holds,
which is a contradiction.
For the later case, the set O can be written as O =
U × Rn where U is an open set containing F. Without
loss of generality, we assume that U is a bounded subset
of Rn ; otherwise, we can select a bounded open set V
containing F and proceed the proof with the intersection
U ∩ V. Define α = minz∈bd(U)∩X S(z, F̄(z)). With a constant β satisfying α > β > 0, we consider an open set
defined by Uβ = z ∈ U S(z, F̄(z)) < β . Note that since
d
dt S(x(t), F̄(x(t))) ≤ 0, any trajectory starting from Uβ
should remain in U; otherwise, there should exist a time index
t1 > 0 for which S(x(t1 ), F̄(x(t1 ))) ≥ α > β holds, which
is a contradiction. This completes the proof of lemma.

B. Proofs of Propositions 3 and 5, and Theorem 3
a) Proof of Proposition 3: We first note that the acuteness condition (27) implies the so-called Positive Correlation
[58] which is described as follows:
V(z, r) 6= 0 =⇒ rT V(z, r) > 0

(98)

where V is a map defined by the protocol T EPT as in
Definition 8.
Let I EPT be a continuously differentiable function satisfying
(28). It can be verified that the gradients of I EPT with respect
to r and z, respectively, satisfy
∇r I EPT (r̂) = V(z, r)

(99a)

n
X
T EPT
T
∇z I (r̂)V(z, r) = − r V(z, r)
TiEPT (r̂)

(99b)

i=1

Let us select a candidate δ-storage function as S EPT (z, r) =
I EPT (r̂) − γ for some constant γ. Due to (99a), the function S EPT satisfies (67a). In conjunction with the fact that
T EPT (r̂) = 0 implies V(z, r) = 0, due to (98) and (99b),
we can see that (67b) holds with η = 0 and the equality in
(67b) holds only if V(z, r) = 0.
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Suppose that I EPT also satisfies the following inequality for
every r̂ in Rn∗ :
I EPT (r̂) ≥ I EPT (0)

0

Pn

where r̂i = ri −
i=1 ri zi . Since the EPT EDM is Nash
stationary (see Remark 5), (z, r) ∈ SEPT implies (z, σr) ∈
SEPT for all σ in [0, 1), and by (101), for each (z, r) in SEPT ,
we have that
I

EPT

(r̂) = I

EPT

(0)

T

∇Tz S PBR (z, r)Ṽ Q (z, r) = − (r − ∇Q(z)) Ṽ Q (z, r)
T

(100)

Then by defining γ = I EPT (0), we conclude that I EPT (r̂) − γ
is non-negative.
Based on the aforementioned arguments and Lemma 3, the
EPT EDM is δ-passive with a δ-storage function given by
S EPT (z, r) = I EPT (r̂) − I EPT (0). In addition, in conjunction
with Remark 5 and Lemma 4, we conclude that S EPT is
informative and (30) holds. In what follows, we show that
(100) is valid for every r̂ in Rn∗ .
We first claim that (100) holds for all (z, r) in the set SEPT
of stationary points of the EPT EDM. By (99a), for fixed z in
X, the following equality holds for all r in Rn :
Z 1
I EPT (r̂) − I EPT (0) =
rT V(z, σr) dσ
(101)
1
m

and

= − (∇Q(w) − ∇Q(z)) (w − z)
(105)
where w = MQ (r). By the fact that Q is strictly convex, it holds that ∇Tz S PBR (z, r)Ṽ Q (z, r) ≤ 0 where the
equality holds only if Ṽ Q (z, r) = 0, which is equivalent to
S PBR (z, r) = 0. By Lemma 3 and Remark 8, the PBR EDM
is δ-passive and S PBR is an associated informative δ-storage
function. This proves Case I.
Furthermore, if the perturbation Q satisfies z̃ T ∇2 Q(z)z̃ ≥
∗ T
η z̃ z̃ for all z ∈ X, z̃ ∈ TX, i.e., Q is strongly
T
convex, then it holds that (∇Q(w) − ∇Q(z)) (w − z) ≥
2
η ∗ kw − zk for all w, z in X. Using (105) we can derive ∇Tz S P BR (z, r)Ṽ Q (z, r) ≤ −η ∗ Ṽ Q (z, r)T Ṽ Q (z, r). By
Lemma 3 and Remark 8, the PBR EDM is δ-passive with
surplus η ∗ and S PBR is an associated informative δ-storage
function. This proves Case II.

c) Proof of Theorem 3: We proceed with recalling that
according to Proposition 5, S PBR given in (49) is an informative δ-storage function of the PBR EDM and satisfies
S PBR (z, r) = 0 ⇐⇒ Ṽ Q (z, r) = 0

(102)

⇐⇒ z = arg max(z̄ T r − Q(z̄))

(106)

z̄∈int(X)

Since (102) holds for every (z, r) in SEPT , this proves the
claim.
To see that (100) extends to the entire domain X × Rn , by
contradiction, let us assume that there is (z 0 , r0 ) ∈
/ SEPT for
EPT 0 0
EPT 0
EPT
which S (z
γ = I (r̂ ) < I (0) holds, where
P,nr ) +
1
0 0
r̂i0 = ri0 − m
i=1 ri zi . Let x(t) be the mean population state
induced by the EPT EDM with the initial condition x(0) = z 0
and the constant deterministic payoff p(t) = r0 , t ≥ 0. By (98)
and (99b), the value of S EPT (x(t), p(t)) is strictly decreasing
unless V(x(t), p(t)) = 0. By the hypothesis that S EPT (z 0 , r0 )+
γ < I EPT (0) and by (102), for every (z, r) in SEPT , it holds
that S EPT (z 0 , r0 ) < S EPT (z, r) and the state (x(t), p(t)) never
converges to SEPT . On the other hand, by LaSalle’s Theorem
[19], since p(t) is constant and the mean population state
x(t) is contained in
 a compact set, x(t) converges to an
invariant subset of z ∈ X ∇Tz S EPT (z, r0 )V(z, r0 ) = 0 . By
(98) and (99b), the invariant subset is contained in SEPT . This
contradicts the previous argument that the state (x(t), p(t))
does not converge to SEPT . This proves that I EPT (r̂) ≥ I EPT (0)
holds for all (z, r) in X × Rn .

b) Proof of Proposition 5: The analysis used in [61,
Theorem 2.1] suggests that the following hold: For all r in
Rn , z in X, and z̃ in TX,


z̃ T ∇r max (rT z̄ − Q(z̄)) = z̃ T MQ (r)
(103a)
z̄∈int(X)

z̃ T ∇Q(z) = z̃ T r if and only if z = MQ (r)

(103b)

Using (103), we can see that
∇r S PBR (z, r) = MQ (r) − z = Ṽ Q (z, r)

(104)

According to Remark 1, without loss of generality, we
may assume that there is a positive constant ρ for which the
deterministic payoff p(t) satisfies kp(t)k ≤ ρ, and we define
the set of stationary points of the PBR EDM as

SPBR = (z, r) ∈ int(X) × Rn z = arg max(z̄ T r − Q(z̄))
z̄∈int(X)

and krk ≤ 2ρ
Based on the analysis used in [61, Theorem 2.1], if (z, r) ∈
SPBR then z̃ T ∇Q(z) = z̃ T r holds for all z̃ ∈ TX. In addition
since r is bounded, from (41), we conclude that any sequence
PBR
{(zn , rn )}∞
has accumulation points that belong to
n=1 ⊂ S
PBR
S , which shows that SPBR is a compact set.
Using Lemma 1, the rest of the proof on establishing
global attractiveness and Lyapunov stability of PE(F̄, Q) is
analogous to the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2. 
C. Proof of Propositions 7 and 9
a) Proof of Proposition 7: In order to prove i), ii), and
iii) we need to establish that the PDM satisfies the weak δantipassivity condition (20).
We start by using the linear superposition principle to
write the solution of (53) as p = ph + pf , where ph is the
solution assuming that u̇ is zero and pf assumes that u(0) = 0,
p(0) = 0, and r̄ = 0. Namely, pf captures the effect of u̇ and
ph is the solution of the initial value problem with respect to
given u(0), p(0), and r̄. We proceed with analyzing the two
terms on the right-hand side below:
Z t
Z t
Z t
u̇T (τ )ṗ(τ )dτ =
u̇T (τ )ṗf (τ ) dτ +
u̇T (τ )ṗh (τ ) dτ
0

0

0

(107)
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The explicit solution for the homogeneous
 part gives
ṗh (t) = (αµ1 − α2 µ2 )e−αt F u(0) + r̄ − q(0) . In particular,
the following inequality holds:
Z t
u̇T (τ )ṗh (τ ) dτ ≤ A(q(0), ku̇k), q(0) ∈ Rn , u ∈ X
0

(108)

where the map A : Rn × R+ → R+ can be chosen as:


A(q(0), ku̇k) = |µ1 − µ2 α|ku̇k kr̄ − q(0)k + max kF zk
z∈X

(109)
We now proceed with showing that i) and ii) hold by determining when the following inequality is satisfied:
Z t
Z t
T
f
∗
u̇T (τ )u̇(τ ) dτ, t ≥ 0, u ∈ X
u̇ (τ )ṗ (τ ) dτ ≤ λ
0

0

(110)
Here, we can use the fact that the map from u̇ to ṗf is linear
time invariant and characterized by the transfer function matrix
α+µ̄s
α+s F , where s is the complex Laplace variable and µ̄ is
defined as µ0 + αµ2 . At this point we can use Parseval’s
Theorem, which guarantees that (110) holds if the following
inequality is satisfied:


α + µ̄jω
α − µ̄jω T
H
z
F+
F
z ≤ 2λ∗ z H z,
α + jω
α − jω
ω ∈ R, z ∈ TC (111)
where H represents the Hermitian operator (transpose conjuPn
def
gate) and TC = {z ∈ Cn | i=1 zi = 0}. Since (α + jω) is
nonzero for all real ω, we can re-state the condition as follows:
z H (α2 + µ̄ω 2 + jω(µ̄α − α))F z+
z H (α2 + µ̄ω 2 − jω(µ̄α − α))F T z ≤
2λ∗ (α2 + ω 2 )z H z,
ω ∈ R, z ∈ TC

(112)

Rearranging terms leads to yet another equivalent inequality:
(α2 + µ̄ω 2 )z H (F + F T )z+
jω(µ̄α − α)z H (F − F T )z ≤
2λ∗ (α2 + ω 2 )z H z,
ω ∈ R, z ∈ TC

(113)

Now, notice that because the statement of the proposition
requires ΦF Φ to be symmetric, the second term of the lefthand side above vanishes and the inequality becomes:
α2 + ω 2 T
z T F z ≤ λ∗ 2
z z, ω ∈ R, z ∈ TX
(114)
α + µ̄ω 2
Notice that above we no longer need to consider z in TC.
More specifically, we can simply restrict z to TX because
otherwise the imaginary components of z would cancel out.
The proof for i) and ii) is concluded once we realize that if
λ∗ = 0 or λ∗ > 0 and µ̄ ≤ 1 then the inequality above is
satisfied. In order to show that iii) is also true, we need to
determine when the following inequality holds:
Z t
Z t
u̇T (τ )u̇(τ ) dτ, t ≥ 0, u ∈ X
u̇T (τ )ṗf (τ ) dτ ≤ µ̄λ∗
0

0

(115)

By proceeding in a way that is analogous to our proof of i)
and ii), we can show that (115) is equivalent to:
z T F z ≤ µ̄λ∗

α2 + ω 2 T
z z,
α2 + µ̄ω 2

ω ∈ R, z ∈ TX

(116)

The proof of iii) is concluded once we realize that if λ∗ > 0
and µ̄ > 1 then the inequality above holds.

b) Proof of Proposition 9: Define f ∗ as the Legendre
conjugate of f given by
def

f ∗ (s) = sup (f (y) − sT y)
y∈Rn

Note that D∗ is the domain of f ∗ and its interior int(D∗ ) is
an open convex set.
We first show that, for any u ∈ X, the set int(D∗ ) is
positively invariant, i.e., q(t) ∈ int(D∗ ), ∀t ≥ 0. Let F be a
closed convex subset of int(D∗ ) containing Im(F) and q(0).
Based on Lemma 5, we can infer that q(t) ∈ F ⊂ int(D∗ ) for
all t ≥ 0. This proves the positive invariance of int(D∗ ).
Note that it follows from continuous differentiability of f
and [66, Theorem 26.5] that L is also continuously differentiable. Hence, to show δ-antipassivity of the PDM, according
to Definition 14, it suffices to show that
L(z, s) = 0 ⇐⇒ F(z) = s

(117)

holds for all z and s in X and Rn , respectively, and
d
L(u, q) ≤ −ṗT u̇
(118)
dt
holds for all q(0) in int(D∗ ) and u in X.
To see that (117) is valid, note that the function L is defined
over Rn × Rn and L(z, s) = 0 implies ∇z L(z, s) = 0
which, according to (62), ensures that F(z) = s. Conversely,
if F(z) = s then, by strict concavity of f , it holds that
supy∈Rn (f (y) − sT y) = f (z) − sT z, which ensures that
L(z, s) = 0.
To show (118), we compute the time-derivative of (62) as
follows:
d
L(u, q) = ∇Tu L(u, q)u̇ + ∇Tq L(u, q)q̇
dt
= −ṗT u̇ + α2 (∇f ∗ (q) + u)T (F(u) − q)
(i)

= −ṗT u̇ + α2 (u − v)T (∇f (u) − ∇f (v))

(ii)

≤ −ṗT u̇

where to derive (i) and (ii), we use strict concavity of f ,
the positive invariance of int(D∗ ), and [66, Theorem 26.5] to
show that q = ∇f (v) whenever ∇f ∗ (q) = −v.
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